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"THE friendship be-tween women Js only
a suspension of hos- tflitiea." Rivarol.
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FRiOAY, AUGUST 7, 1914.

SOLDIERS OF THE SERVIAN ARMY

EYES OF THE WOR L D HOCUSED

nti

ON

THE NORTH SEA ANTICIPATING A
BATTLE BETWEEN GIGANTIC
MILITARY AUTHORITIES HOLD
THAT

Til IS

NEAR WHEN THE

ARMIES OF NATIONS WILL CLASH

Churchill Explain Situation to Parliament
and Proposes That State Take
Over Harvest.
'SOLDIERS OF FRANCE

ADVANCE

INTO

BELGIUM

Fijjaro Make Impassioned Appeal to (he United States to Interfere
in the Violation of the Hague Treaties, and Asks That President Wilson Ilead Board to Assume Task Italy, Replying to Ultimatum of Germany, Restates Neutrality

J

I.

t.

9tf

move which will give some indication
of the plan of campaign to be followe!
cut.
The French army authorities have
GOVERNMENT DEFINES
also raised a heavy screen to hide the
developments In their war movements.
NEUTRALITY OF PORTS
They seem entirely satisfied with the
manner in which the men of the nation responded to the call to arms, and
SHIPS MAY NOT LEAVE ANY HARthey declare every preliminary move
BOR IF SUSPECTED OF CAR.
to have been carried out according to
RYING MUNITIONS
the plans drafted by the commander
in chief, General Joseph Joffre,
New York, Aug. ? The Olympic,
Minor Engagements Reported
crack ship of the Whlte.Star's fleet,
From the far off portions of tho
may not be permitted to sail tomorworld, where Germany, England and row for Southampton inasmuch as
France have colonies, all of which aro she
belongs to the British naval relu a state of defense only, brief
serve. After receiving that department
trickle over the wires.
of commerce's instructions, concerning
These Indicate that small engage- enforcement of neutrality customs ofments have occurred, especially '.n ficials decliued today tiV'say whether
Chinese waters, where French, German they would give her clwance.
British and Russian war vessels are
The Red Star liner Vitjde'rland, bookstationed. The most important news, ing only male passengeni for Belgium,
from that quarter is the report that and with her entire iiterage, accorn- tbe British squadron had hemmed In modatlng 2,0t(0 persons, 4'laced at the
the German vessels at Tsing-Tau- ,
which call of the Belgian cofifml here for
is strongly fortified and has a numer- reservists, may also h field, accordous garrison of German troops.
ing to the customs ofjlpals!
auInstructions to aid
Churchill Explains Situation
Winston Spencer Churchill, first lord thorities at. New York : in: enforcing
of the British admiralty, announced to- President Wilson's nei.i vtily
trjx
day In. the house of commons that
there had been no fighting and losses the department of commerce at Wash
'
of any kind other than had already ington.
been officially made public. The first
"Wire the department before Issulord said:
ing clearance papers to foreign ves"Apart from the loss of the small sels, unless you aro satisfied, after
Pritish cruiser Amphlon and the Ger- careful inspection, that the ship has
man mine layer Koenigin Louise, there not made any preparations- while in
had been no other fighting and loss as port tending in any way to her conversion into a vessel of war," said
far as we are aware.
the department,
"On Wednesday a flotilla of toredo
"Taking an abnormal amount of
boat destroyers was patrolling the
coal,
except in the case of colliers,
upper reaches of the channel and would Indicate such conversion. Unfound the Koenigin Louise laying
packing of guns already on board
mines. A destroyer pursued and sank would
be conclusive. Painting of vesher. About 50 of her crew, which was sels
war color would indicate con
a
probbaly 120 or 130 men, were humane- version.
ly saved by the crews of the British
"It must be clear that she is not
destroyers. The Amplon continued to to be used for transportation or rescout with the flotilla and while cn serves or recruits for a
foreign army
her return journey was blown up by or navy. This does not prevent
transa mine."
portation of .passengers In the usual
He also Informed the house of comseinse, as where there are women
mons that the government was con- and children and men of different nasidering the question of taking over tionalities even though among them
the harvest throughout the British Ihere are a few reserves without your
Isles.
knowledge.
Englishmen Anxious to Enlist
If her passengers are nearly all
The response to Field Marshal Earl men, and practically all of same na-Kitchener's appeal for recruits for tionality, clearance cannot be granted.
the British army surpasses anything It must be established beyond quesin the memory of British men. Crowds tion that 'she has no arms or ammuof all ages and all stations of life, nitions of war aboard. Have repreeilk hatted men, and poorly clad la- sentatives of each of the vessels in
borers, stood in long lines all day In ybur port certify to this department
fiont of the recruiting "stations, await- whether she is a merchant vessel ining their turn to go before the medi- tended solely for the carrying of pascal officers.
sengers and freight, excluding muniDr. Hans Plehn, correspondent cf tions of war, or whether she is a
the German Telegraphic News Agency, part of the armed forces of her nawho had been placed under arrest, was tion. This information la for the purreleased today after he had satisfied pose of maintaining the neutrality of
the police that he was not a spy. He the United States under the recent
has decided to return to Germany.
proclamation of the president. ClearA dispatch from Queenstown states ance will be refused In absence of
that the Celtia sailed from there today this certificate."
Whether the Father line Sant; Anna,
for New York, after embarking 250
passengers who were glad to bo al- reported to have all accommodation
lowed to occupy the steerage.
engaged for French reservists will be
With the object of
the permitted to clear the port, was undesystem of giving assistance to travel- termined, too. The Sant Anna's sailing Americans and restoring order ing for Marseilles is set for tomoramong the somewhat chaotic condi-tloc- s row.
The White Star line announces that
arising out of tho multiplicity of
committees, an authoritative commit- the Olympic would sail.
tee of Americans resident In London, "Practically all our ships belong to
was formed today, under official aus- the naval reserve," said a representapices. Walter Haines Page, the Amer- tive of the line. "If the ban Is placed
ican ambassador has been appointed on naval reserve ships, very few ships
honorary chairman and Consul Gener- will sail hereafter."
al Robert Skinner, vice chairman. The
NEW NOTARIES APPOINTED
secretary is F. C. Van Duzer, chairman
of the American eoclty in London. The
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. Governor McDonpurpose la to supply money to those ald today appointed Marion C. Spicer,
ho are penniless and lend up to $125
Joseph Y. Latham, Elk; Leo-no- r
orMollnar, Dona Ana, and Edgar O.
negotiable papers at the rate of
Carson, Eunice, notaries public.
(Continued on rage Pour)
s

Winston Spencer Churchill, first lord of the British admiralty, declared
of commons there had not been any fighting or losses other
than had been announced officially. The statement ensued on reports of
a naval battle between German and British ships received from several
sources. The admiralty refused information. It was regarded as significant that the fishing fleets on the east coast of England were given permission to go out and fish.
In

the house

Complete silence reigns as to military movements in both Germany
and France, and it is assumed both armies are concentrating forces for
decisive battles. No hint as to which powers will come into.' contact has
been given.
Liege, Belgium, was again attacked 'by German troops last night, but
was still holding out. The report of a German reverse there was denied
in a dispatch from Berlin.
The German cruisers Goeben and Breslan were obliged, owing to Italian neutrality, to leave San Salvatore, Sicily, and have gone out to meet
the British fleet The commanders are said to have handed their wills tqi
the German consul before departing.
A London newspaper report says the German crown prince has been
seriously injured by an unidentified assailant
A Finn sea captain on arriving at Stockholm
reported the Russian
navy bottled up at Helsingfors, and the Russian ports of Libau and
to be burning after an attack by German vessels.. No confirmation..
Many German merchant vessels were brought into English ports today
by British cruisers. The Holland Lloyd steamer Tubantia with $2,500,000
from South America, for the Deutsche Bank of London was also brought
Re-v-

in.

French warships also captured several German merchant ships.
The French premier appealed to the women of France to gather the
wheat and wine crops.
Tokio reports the German squadron at Tsing Tau, China, hemmed in
by British war vessels.
The British tank steamer San Wilfred is reported destroyed by amine
off Cluxhaven, Germany, and the British steamer Craigforth was beached
near Constantinople after contact with a mine.
Stories of discourtesy In Germany to the dowager empress of Russia
are declared false by the German foreign office.
Pari and London. send unconfirmed dispatches concerning the fightThe French telegram states that fierce fighting
ing at Liege, Belgium.
continues In the streets," while the London message reports the German
attackers asking for an armistice of 24 hours.
London, Aug. 7 Persistent reports
of an Important encounter between the
Geiman and British fleets, maneuvering for stragetio positions. In the
North Sea, kept the British public in
a state of agitation throughout the
forenoon. The excitement was not allayed until the first lord of the admiralty made the official announcement
in parliament that stories of fighting
and losses other than those of the
Pritish cruiser Amphton. and the German mine layer Koenigln Louise
were unfounded.
News from the German side was extremely meager, owing to the lnter- ruption of direct telegraphic commu

J

nioation. Denials came from Berlin
by way of other countries of the "repulse" of the German forces before
the Belgian city of Liege, where Belgian sources declare their attackers
to have been badly checked with heavy losses.
Movements of the great aggregations of troops which must by this
time' have gathered at their starting
points along the German frontiers facing both the Russian and the French
armies are kept from public knowledge.

Military authorities here,, however,
of the opinion that preparations
must be almost complete for a forward
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London. Aug. 7 An exchange telegraph company's dispatch from Brussels says the German
troops at Liege acknowledged the loss of 25,000
men. The agency says this statement is official.
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INTERMENT ATRCME, GEORGIA

IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY
Executive Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 6, 1914
To the People of the State of New Mexico:
The following appeal has been received from the American Red Cross
for raising funds to be used In the present European war:
"During the war with Spain thousands of dollars were sent by
the European Red Cross societies to the American Red Cross to aid
in the care of our sick and wounded soldiers. ...
"Now In the hour of their supreme need the American Red Cross
both for the sake of humanity and to express our gratitude fo,r their
aid to us in time of trouble and distress, has decided to charter a ship
and send to each country involved doctors and nurses and hospital
supplies, this ship, sailing under the Red Cross flag, will be under
the protection of the treaties of Geneva and the Hague, and can enter
any harbor for the discharge of its beneficent duty. ,ln no; other way
can this trained personnel, so greatly needed, reach
the different
countries.
"Protection is provided also for the personnel of the Red Cross
societies of neutral states that render aid, by the treaty of Geneva.
"The American Red Cross appeals most earnestly to all of our
the governors of states,, to the Red Cross chapters, to
people,
'
mayors of cities, to chambers of commerce or boards of trade,, and
to all associations and individuals, for contributions to carry on this
work,
"Contributions may be designated by the donors, If they so desire,
for the aid of any special country and will be used for the country
designated; but assistance will be given to all In the true spirit cf the
Red Cross represented by its motto, 'Neutrality, Humanity.'
...
"as wemsy be over this terribts warthe' agcr.fziiig cry'
of suffering men cannot appeal to us in vain.
"The American Red Croiss asks for prompt and generous reContributions' may be sent to the American
Red
sponse..
Cross,
Washington, D. C, or to state and local secretaries of the Red Cross."
I therefore
urge all good citizens who are able to contribute, to do so
in the name of humanity.
Contributions as above stated may be sent directly to the American Red Cross at Washington, D. C., or to the treasurer of the New Mexfco Red Cross State Board, Hon. O. N. Marron, at Albuquerque, N. M,
Respectfully yours,

t.

C. McDONALD,

WILLIAM

Governor of New Mexico.

ARMED STRENGTH OF RIVAL FORCES
"

Peace
Strength.
Germany

870000

Austria-Hungar-

390,000
250,000

5,200,000
2,000,000

1.000,000

.1,200,000

1,200,000

6.990,000

8,400,000

5,200,000

720,000
32,000

476,500
3,300,000
3,280,000
180,000

730,000
5,500,000
4,000,000
222,000

2,000,000
5.200,000
1,000,003
400,000

...2,306,000

7,236,500

Italy
Total
England
Russia
France
Selgium

Reserves.

1,510,500

254,000
1,290,000
..

Total

Unorganized
Total1 War Available
for duty
Strength

4,430,000
1,610,000
950,000

y

,Not including Indian army

'.

10,452,000

3,000,000

8,600,000

of 175,000.

MANAT EXECUTIVE
STRICTLY
BE
SION WILL

SERVICES

PRIVATE

GREAT MAN BOWEDiWITHlGRlEF
PRESIDENT FACES LONELY
WITH THE FORTITUDE

E

OF FAITH

Washington, Aug. 7 Funeral services for Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, wife of
the president, will be held at the White
House at 2 p. m. Monday, after which,
the body will be taken by special train
for burial at Rome, Ga,
Tentative plans for Mrs. Wilson's
funeral provide for private services at
the White House Monday afternoon.
with burial Tuesday in Myrtle' Hill
cumetery, Rome, Ga., the burial place
These plans wer-of her parents.
irede late today but are subject to
change following the arrival of Pre
ftssor Axson, Mrs. WIlson"s brother,
who is due hero Sunday night or Mou
"
day morning.
cf
from
every part
Meesages
United
and
the
from
States
aboard
Into the White
poured
House today bearing sympathetic ex- preslons of thousands for President
Wilson and his daughters on the death
j

"

of Mrs. W:llson.

Bearing up well under his grief, the
president went to hla desk to sign a.,
few lniportant papers, but returned Immediately to the White House where
the flag fluttered at half mast and the
shades at the windows are drawn.
Formal announcement was made at
tho White House tooay that the fun- eral services In the White House will he strictly private.
Mrs. Wilson's body was kept today
in the room where she died, in tha
southwestern corner of the White
House on the second floor.
The president went into the room
at midnight last night and again several times today and sat alone. He
was left undisturbed. Every effort
was made by his friends to divert the
president's mind from his grief.
The scene at the deathbed was re-cplled1 today by one of those preseat.
As the last hour drew near the presi
dent sat on the bedside, clasping Mrs.
Wilson's hand,- while Mrs. McAdoo,
Mrs. Sayre and Miss Wilson knelt on
the floor, their eyes on their mother's
fece.
Dr. Garson and a nurse came and
went silently and the president looked
beseechingly to the doctor for a sign
of encouragement
No words were
spoken. Mrs. Wilson's breathing grew
fainter and fainter and Dr. Garson.
realized that the end was only a matter of minutes.
His thoughts seemed to be communicated to the family and they moved
nervously. At exactly 5 the soft
chimes of a clock could be heard from
the executive office. As Dr. Garson.
leaned over his patient he realized
that the end had come, and he murmured a word to the president Mr.
Wilson's head fell forward in silent
grief, while the daughters sobbed.
The Rev. Sylvester Beach of Princeton, N. J., an old friend of the Wilson
family, who performed the marriages
of Mrs. McAdoo and Mrs. Sayre will
piobably officiate at the funeral.

'

-

WILSON'S MEDIATION
NOT WELL RECEIVED

FINANCIAL

OUTLOOK

IMPROVING DAILY

TEND
FEW RESPONSES ON HAND AND MANY TIMELY MEASURES
TO CLEAR THE ATMOSPHERE '
NONE OF THEM CONSTITUTE
A

REPLY

Washington, Aug. 7. Receipt of
President Wilson's, offer of good offices has been acknowledged, by some
of the warring nations in Europe hut
none of the responses constitute anything In the nature of a reply.
Officials do not know whether it
has been received in Germany.
The response from the Russian foreign office said the proposal had not
been brought to the attention of Emperor Nicholas because he was moving about the country directing preparations. What others had acknowledged was not disclosed.
LOSES FOOT
N. M., Aug. 7.

The accidental discharge of a rifle in the military camp here resulted in Private
Patrick Motshc of Troop M, Thirteenth
caavlry losing his left foot The amputation was performed at Columbus
end Match was then taken to El Paso.
Columbus,

INi NEW YORK

New York, Aug. 7. Timely measures
taken since the closing of the stock
exchange a week ago today have to
some extent cleared the financial atmosphere. There is hope among th
business men that the tension will
continue to relax. The export situation was relieved today by the arrangements made for the purchases
of commercial bills on London covering shipment of grain, thus renewing
trade. There also have been established by J. P. Morgan and Company
cable transfer relations to facilitate
money transaction not only for touris-lfit- s
but for the resumption of commercial Intercorse between this country and France.
Exporters were relieved by Great
Britain's announcement that food stuff,
forage and grain and 11 other classes
of articles will not be considered contraband except when Intended for the
tContlnued on Page Five)

PRIMARY

FORECAST

Alamogordo, Aug. 7. The democratic primaries Indicate that William
Tiutherford of Alamogordo will he the
democratic nominee for the legislative
ho',u?e.
J. I. Bailey is to ho the progressive nominee.

'
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TWO

SKI A TROUBLE IK
G

ITCH

SPOTS

Large and Red. On Arms. Extended
Clothes
to Body and Legs.
Scratched. Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment Healed.
Morlips, Wash. "My trouble tin
started on my arm and soon tt extended to
my body and Wtts. The Bret. I noticed of it
was nd
omo

skw

spot.

Iwt

than a pin head.
My dothlng irritated them and
1 scratched.
My sleep was disturbed by the clothes acratch-in- g.
It had bothered me for
about ten days and I began to
use the Cuticura Soap and
I only purchased
Ointment.
one cake of Cuticura Soap and one boi of
Ointment and they eimroi a
' Cuticura
i

!

oomplete

May

l,

cure.".

(Signed)

Sid

Btrawn.

101.

HANDS WOULD CRACK OPEN
Cyclone. Mo. "Every winter I had s
breaking out on my hand. They first go
mush nnH then would crack onen in place
as if there had been little gaalios cut. They
hurt and were aore. I used Cuticura Soap
and Ointment and my hands are well. My
face would break out in red pimples and
I used
akin seemed thick and feverish.
fiitlciirattran and Ointment and waseurod."
(Signed) Mrs. B. A Milleaon. Mart 6,

lai.

Samples Free by Mail

Although Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (SOc.) are sold by druRBista
and dealers throughout the world, a liberal
Skin Book will
sample of each with 32-- p.
be sent free upon request. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept. T. Boston.".

riTTTT

the French and BrUish colonies, In the
Pacific ocean and in American water.
The continent of Africa presents a
nciable picture of the juxtaposition of
to
pi electorate and colonies belonging
and
Franc
Germany.
Great Britain,
France has a protectorate over Mor
occo, and her Algerian possessions, fac
ing the Mediterranean, are bounded
on the east by Tripoli, a dependency
of Italy. Thea comes Egypt where
. On
ciriiiut,
I
III IIIDI, ininronti
' - am naramount.
to
fcgypi
the Red Sea and contiguous
is the Italian dependency of Eritrea.
Coming down, the east coast are Brit
ish Somaliland, Italian Somallland.
British East Africa, German. East Afrl
ca. Portuguese East Africa, and then
British South Africa, embracing Rhodesia, the Transvaal, the Orange river
colony, Natal, and the Cape of Good
Hope. On the west, contlnguous in
the order named, are German Southwest Africa; Portuguese West Africa,
the Congo state, belonging to Belgium
the French Congo; Kameru, belonging
th Kieer territories, n
Great Britain; French
of
protectorate
West Africa; Togoland, belonging to
Germany: the Cold Coast, a British
colony, and the Ivory coast, annexed
by France 20 years ago
The following is a list of the col
onlee, protectorates and dependencies
of four countries involved:
Great Britain
Gibraltar At the entrance to the
Mediterranean Sea; area, two square
miles; military force 3S57.
Malta In the Mediterranean Sea;
area 117 square miles; military force

Established

POSSESSIONS or
NATIONS

AT

WAR
ENGLAND, GERMANY, FRANCE AND
ITALY GIRDLE GLOBE WITH
COLONIES

Four out cf the six powers of. Eu
aro enirased in warfare
have colonial possessions, protector
dpnoips scattered all
tlt.t.9 tJ
I

over

the

South SidoPIojja,

1862
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Made of good

Made of good quality figured lawn and Swiss, trimmed with ribbons, laces,
etc. Sold regularly from 75c to $1.25. Red Letter Week price

embroideries,

Red Letter Week price

48c
25o to 75c Infants Lawn

Black Satin Flounces at Less
Than Half

3584

Wei-Hal-W-

Made of good grade

Worth

accordeon pleated flounces.
regular J1.25 each

Red LetterWeek

at, yard

65clf7ounoes 23c

Made of black satine, with gathered
Regular price 65c

tucks,

Red Letter Week

25c Stationery 12

l--

-

In the Indiau Ocean Scattered Bntare
nroteotoratea
inli jnioov.'jui""-- '
St Helena. Ascension, Thlstan, Acum
ba, Mauritious, the Seychelles, Chogos
and other island and the islands of St
Paul and Amsterdam. All told these
Islands have a population of about
400,000; but their military strength

Si striped 1
messaliaes. yd

9 9C

Up to

S12. 50

Ar

24

75c,

others at

patterns

.

'

depp-scatc-

IX-p-

...

...

S

in stock.

Colors:

Regular price

$12.50

pattern.

25c

to

19c

$3 to $4

Red

Letter

$1.50

Red Letter Week

1.00.

$1.50that

Week, 34c yd

All other silk waists

larly up tp

Red Letter Week

Tub Silk Waists

About 3 dozen wash silk waists in
both high and low nwk Bt.yles. Made
of good quality wash
silks, white
grounds, in various colored striped
patterns. Regular prices $3 to $4

Red Letter Week,, $4.99

Red Letter Week, 22c yd

Regular prices

75c

Red Letter Week Only

en-

sold regu-

$4.00

BE HERE EARLY

Red Letter Week

Up to

$4,50 Pumps and Oxfords $1,50

2 for 25c
Women1 s TailoredSuits
suits are in black and blues, two of
Have been divided into two lots. TW
season's suits, part were earned
this
are
of
these
Part
white pin striped serge.
the
prices:
over from last season. Here's

$1.50

This lot includes all the broken lots from the season's selling, Patents,
Oxfords and Strap Sandals.'
Satins, Suedes, Nubucks, etc., in Colonials, Pumps,
shoes at less than the
of
two
grade
obtain
to
high
pairs
Here is an opportunity
Week
Letter
Red
cost of one.

to $20.00 Suits
$5.00
Regular $15-0$1.50
$8.98
Regular $23.50 to $45.00 Suits
vinmpn'c sre tn sioc Jabots. Collar and Cuff Sets, Collars, Etc.,
0

at one-hal- f
This7 lot includes our slock of Women's Neckwenr. Buy it
Sale of Art Goods

SilkGloves

22c
n
silk glove
dependable
in white, black, and tan, double tipped,
nearly all sizes. Regular price 65c
pair,

A

jj8

two-butto-

LOT

1

Stamped linen centerpieces, squares,
tray cloths, doilies, pillow tops, and
dresser scarfs. These goods, sell regularly 75c to $1.00,
RED LETTER WEEK 33c
LOT 2

Stamped linen centerpieces, scarfs,
cloths, doilies and pillow tops.
Regular price was from 40c to 65c,
RED LETTER WEEK 18c

tray

LOT 3

Red Letter Week
22 Cents

Stamped art goods In pillow tops,
belts, shoe bags, whisk broom holders,
etc. Regular prices was 15c to 35c
each,
RED LETTER WEEK, ONLY 5c

to

one-four- th

12

174,-00-

station and the headquarters
British fleet in Australia.
Pacific Islands of lesser importance
are the Fiji groups, British New Guiana, the Tonga islands, Fanning, Phoe-nithe Gilberts, Ellice, the Solomons,
Pitcairn and Ducle.
French Possessions
Colonies and Dependencies
Morcco In northern Africa; area
220,000 Bquare miles, population
The effective total', of the
French army of occupation Is given as
75,000 men, while the native troops
number 18,000.
T
Algreia On the northern coast M
Africa; area 343,500 square miles. Eu- s,

Europeans and
French gentroops commanded by
eral of division. Naval forces, one
gunboat, three destroyers, seevral torpedo boats and two submarines.
Equatorial Africa Or the French
Congo. West coast of Africa, between
Kamerun, a German colony, and the
square
Belgian Congo, area 669,000
miles ;white population 1200; native
9,000,000.
Military force 530 Europeans, 7.145 natives.
Madagascar Off the east coast of
Africa; area 228,500 square miles;
French population 10,000; native
Military forces 2411 Euro6,376
peans,
natives.

65c ioSi.00
Hosiery
23 cents pair

Made of fine grade lisle, in. black and

white, silk thread embroidered. About
20 doz. pair in all sizes. These are
all Onyx brand hose, which is a guarantee of their quality. Regular 65c to
$1.00,

"

Red Letter
Week

23 c pair

Archipelago, the Loyalty Islands; the
Huon Islands and the New Hebrides.
Other French establishments in Oceania, scattered over a wide area, are
the Island of Tahiti, the Society Islands, the Marquezas, the Tuamoto
group, the Leeward group and other
lesser Islands. Total area 8,744 square
German Colonies and Dependencies
On
the
(Tsing-Tau- .
Kiau-Chaccast of ' the province of Shantung.
miles; European population 9,000,030. Area 200 square miles;' garrison of
3,125, composed of German marines
Africans 10,000,000.
soldiers.
Population
Tunis On the northern coast of and Chinese
Africa; area 50,000 square miles; po- 168,900.
0
Togo On weBt coast of Africa, be
pulation 1,800,000, military force
men.
tween the Gold coast (British) and Da
French1 Guiana West of Venezuela; homey (French); area 22,700 square
area 30,500 square miles, population miles; white population 368, native
50,000.
1,030,000; military force small.
Kamerun West coast of Africa beMartinique West Indies; area 385
tween Nigeria (French) and the
square miles, population 144,000.
Guadaloupe West Indies; area 688 French Congo. Area 191,000 square
miles; white population 1870, native
square miles; population 212,000.
St. Pierre and Mlquelon South of 2.600,000.
Newfoundland. Area of both Islands,
German Southwest Africa West
93 square miles; population 4,652.
coast of Africa, north of Cape Colony;
In the Pacific Ocean New Caledo area 322,450 square miles; white popu
17,-50-

C

the regular price.

Mayotte nia and its dependencies; the Wallis lation

radically

Mst readers will he Interested to more
unoersiana wny snaiynis oi urine is
cieariy
no important,
in the use of S. 8. 8. to
ntirlfv the hinnrl. Its srfirin is a ntlmulant
to the
of tine blood vessels that
, uit.t.nl..
i .......
r.t t till
n.n,n nnmyriad
All the blood from all over the
kidneys.
body must pasa through the kidneys. They
act as testers and asBayers. And according
to wnat tney auow to pass out in tne urine, tprv strength is given at 1,340 men.
both as to quantity and materials, the
health of the kidneys and the quality of the
In the West Indies British posses
The catalytic energy
blood Is determined.
forced by 8. 8. R. Is shown In the urine. sions comprise Jamaica, Turks, and
It Is also demonstrated in the akin. And Saitos Islands, the Cayman Islands,
as the blood continue to sweep through
the kidneys the dominating nature of the Windward Islands, the Leeward U
B. 8. 8., acting as It does through all the
venues of elimination, shews a marked lands. Trinidad and Tobago, with a
decrease of disease manifestations as dem- total area; of 12,000 square miles and a
onstrated by urine analysis. This assistThe population of about 1,600,000. Of these
ance is a great relief to the kidneys.
body wastes are more evenly distributed to
stimis
the most Important are Jamaica, with
the emunctorlea; their elimination
ulated by the tonic action afforded the a
military strength of 1,064 and with
Tl
in
is,
liver, lungs, skin and kidneys.
cases of rheumatism, cystitis, chronic sore strong fortifications at Port Royal
asth.
throat, huskiness of voice, bronchitis,Indica
In Cenral and South America Brit
ma and the myriad of other retlex
tions oi weas money action. urL iuimj
Honduras and British Guiana, the
will
It
co
8.
blood
with
8.
enaoieieii
8.,
your
the tissues to rebuild the eeliuiar strength ormer
ith an area of 7,562 square
.
and regain the normal health.
.
, .,
If
and
C,a..
Bldir..
Swift
527
Atlanta,
Co.,
or ehstinnte blood the latter With an area Of 104,000
you have any
Ut
trouble write to their Medical
mileg and a population of 3?0,- Xree advice.
'
;gniare

QQ

Brown, tan, dark blue, light
blue, lavender and black.

In the Indian Ocean The
000.
ropean population 750,000, native
Garrisoned by the Nineteenth. Islands and Camora Islands, between
negligible,
In the Pacific Ocean The commonBritish Colonies in North Americ- a- wealth of Australia, comprising New French army corps and six regiments Madagascar and Africa, and the Islands of Reunion, St Paul, Amsterdam
Canada, with an area of 3,600,000 South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, of native troops.
and
snuare miles, population 5,500,000, has Scuth
On
Kerguelen.
tha
French India (Pondicherry).
Australia, Western Australia
80
a military strength of permanent and
miles
southeastern
of
coast
French
India,
Somali Coast Western coast
of
and Tasmania, with a total area
rrrservB forces amounting to about about 3,000,000 square miles and a south of Madras. Area 196 square of Red Sea, opposite Aden; area 5,790
80 000 men. Newfoundland and Lab
square miles; population 208,000.
The miles. Population 276,500.
population of about 5,000,000.
rador have an area of 50,000 square
fortiFrench Indo China East of Siam,
are
French West Africa Comprises Senprotected
by
ports
principal
miles and a population of 200,000. Off fications and the military forces of the north of
of
south
Honkong.
Singapore,
egal, French Guinea, the Ivory coast,
the coast of Florida are the Bermuda commonwealth show a total of
Area 256,000 square miles, population Dahomey, and Mauritania, Senegam-bi- a
Islands, with an area 20 square miles
men. Sydney is a first class naval 17,000,000. Military force consists of
and Nigeria, area 1,500,003 square
and a population of 17,000, whose mill
13,068 native
of the 10,681
is

foulard A

We have only a few of these

and

2c

Stationary for women in fancy
Royal Irish linen paper witlj
velopes to match. Regular 25c

with tucks and laces.

dress patterns

Pure Silk Messaline,
26 inches wide, in greys,
tans, blues, browns and
white. Some sold as low as

Wash Silks for Waists,
wide, pure silk, in black,

18-i- n.

light blue, grey and lavender
stripes. Regular price 60c
yard.

23c

A large assortment of these in all
styles. Made of white lawn, trimmed

THREE LOTS SILKS at UNHEARD OF PRICES
60c wash silks

50c

Caps Wo

SALE OF SILKS

50c
$1.25 Satin Flounces
black Ratine,

in the Mediterranean

9-

Weil-Know-

Dressing Sacques 48c

50c

.

A Function Greatly Assisted
n
By a
Remedy.

SI, 25

quality figured lawn, neatly trimmed, all sizes. This is your

opportunity to buy a cool, summer Kimona.

cry.

Clearing Blood

purpoMgjgjvcrg

$1,50 Lawn Kimonas 50c

and Russia have no
Austria-Hungar- y
Borneo In the East Indies; area 7')
colonial possessions, though the Hus 000 square miles; population 550,000.
Rian empire stretches through, the con
Hong Kong East coast of China;
and
preAsia
and
area
403 square miles; population 400,- of
tinents
Europe
north
on
the
000; military strength 4,270.
a long coast lino
Great
In the province of
the
Ot
others,
era Pacific."
has colonies and protectorates the Shuntung, China;' area 2S3 scquare
world over; France has colonies and miles; population 150,000. Not far from
protectorates In Africa, India, China, the German possession of Kalu Chau.
Bahrein Or Aval Islands, in the
in South America, in the West Indies,
Pathe
la
and
Persian
Atlantic,
gulf, near the coast of Arabia,
in the north
cific and Indian oceans. Germany! has area 230 square miles; population
colonial possessions in Africa, in China
and In the Pacific ocean, and Italy has
Straits Settlements, (Singapore.
dependencies in Africa and a conces- On the strait of Malacca; area
mili
sion in China.
square miles; population 572,000;
Can-Ad2504-Knglands vast empires, India,
strength
tary
and Australia; her holdings In the
Union of South Africa Comprising
,
Mediterranean, Gibralta and Malta, put Cape of Good Hope; Natal, the Traus-vaalarea
colony-holdinof
the
her at the head
and Orange river Colony,
nations of the world.
473.000 square miles; population
Many of the minor holdings of the 0(10,000; ; military Btrengtn, tsruisn im
four powers with colonial possessions perial troops, 6,800, and local organi
to defend are themselves without mili- zations.
tary strength. In many cases the proOther British Possession in Africa
of
small
garhas
very
power
only
tecting
British East Africa, with an area
risons on shore, amounting to nothing -. 5 000 sauare miles, and population ot
more than local nolice forces. This !s r,,noo,000 is left almost wholly to tne
particularly true in Africa, outside of natives for defense. The same Is true
of rtrltish Central Africa, Somaliland,
of
Zanzibar, Hasutoland, the territory
Help ing Kidneys
Bechuanas. Rhodesia, Nigeria, the Gold
Coast, Lasos, Sierra Leone and

By

7c Ccicll

is
is only one way we can
Bargains.
this,
we intend to turn our usual dud season into a Red Letter Week. IT There
-implies,
.
.
. t
r
'
sole
We are offering greater Bargains for this sale thau at any previous one. Costs have been lorFotten-o- ur
will find many items not
so great that you will be compelled io come. Read these items over, and be here early tomorrow morning you
listed here. COME!

miles from the coast of Asia Minor;

Brl-l.-.i- n

J

Beeins tomorrow, Saturday morning, and lasts until Friday night, August 14th. As the name
and that with
do

snuare miles; military
st.rtngth 121 men.
Empire of India Area 1,800,000
bquare miles; population 295,000,000;
military strength, British troops, 75,
Sf7; nativo troops, 163,836, with. 35,7 0t)
reservists.
Ceylon Off the southeast coast of
India, area 2533 square miles; mill
tary strength 1282 men.
Maldive Islands la the Indian ocean
400 miles southwest of India; area 115
notiulation 50.000: a
miipa- cimnria
group of 12 coral Islets
Federated Malay States On the Ma
area 28,00 square
lav peninsula;
miles; population. 678,000; military
strength. S51 natives, under 11 Euro
pean officers; also a native constabul

world.

or plain, sizes 5 and

Fine quality Gauze Vests, lace trimme
6, sell reeularly 35c, red letter week price

Out First Annual August

047
Cyprus-isla- nd

""'

Women's 35c Gauze Vests, 17c

I

00

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7, 1914.

j

native 78,000.
German East Africa Between British East Africa on the north and Portuguese East Africa on the south; area
384,000 square miles; white population
5,536, native 7,645,000.
In the Pacific Ocean Germany haa
as Its colonies or dependencies, Kaiser
Wilhelm's Land. The Bismarck group,
the Caroline, the Pelew, the Marianne,
the Solomon and the Marshall islands,
and among the Samoan group, the Islands of Savail and TJpolu. Her total
Pacific possessions have an area of
9o,000 square miles, a white population of 1,984, and 634,000 natives.
14,850,

Italian Foreign

Dependencies

Eritrea On the west coast of th$
Red Sea; area 45,800 square miles;

coast line 670 miles. Population 450,-00military force 127 officers, 4,484
men.
Somaliland On the east coast of
Africa, south of Eritrea; area 139,43i)
square miles, population 400,000.
Tlenttsin In China, a concession of
17 quare miles on the left bank of
.
the
Poupulation 1700.
0;

Pei-ho-
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pleted draft and specifications for tha
enlargement of the facilities for books
I
I
in the Btate library. This is one of
the best law libraries in the west but
the number of volumes has Increased
so rapidly that all the shelf room is
filled. The state library board will
therefore rearrange all the book cases
and shelving, so as to double the capacity of the library which Is on the
second floor of the new addition to
the capitol. However, an additional SUMMER
DISCUSSION
SCHOOL
SIXTY THOUSAND ACRES IN COL
wing to the building has become an
BRINGS OUT ENCOMIUM OF
ONIZATION PROJECT NEAR
urgent necessity and the next session
AVON BARD
LAS VEGAS
of the legislature will be. asked to provide (it
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. Shakespeare is
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. A tremendous Irthe greatest of all human dra
easily
rigation project to reclaim 60,000 acres
4100 Reward, $100
matists he is Aristophanes plus AesIn Mora and San Miguel counties, is
The readers of this paper will be
to be pushed to completion, and what pleased to learn that there is at least chylus and Sophocles; he is Moliere
is more, the Irrigated land Is to be set- one dreaded disease that science has plus Racine and Cornelius. He is tne
tled with colonists at the rate of one been able to cure In all its stages, and highest ornament the numan race has
He is the one man
family to every 20 acres who "will that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure yet produced.
make the country blossom like a rose is the only positive cure now known who has sounded the depths of the
and Incidentally produce wheat, corn, to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- human soul most deeply. That was
fruit and alfalfa. J. D. Hand of Las ing a constitutional disease, requires the panegyric pronounced upon tne
Bard of Avon
by Dr. Calvin B.
Vegas, Franklin Landis, one of the a constitutional
treatment Hall's Brown In his today
to the, summer
lecture
realty operators of Chicago, Kirk L. Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act- school on
"Great Dramas of the
the
K.
and
Kansas
City
Slifllaharger of
ing directly upon the blood and mu- World."
The lecturer outlined the
F. Shellabarger of Chicago, capitalists cous surfaces of the system, thereby
main
that underlie dramatic
principles
toaad promoters, were In consultation
destroying the foundation of the dis construction, beginning with the dig
day with State Engineer James A. ease, and giving the patient strength
and simplicity of the Greek tragFrench and asked for an extension of by building up the constitution and nity
edy which observed all the unities,
water
on
one
time
of the
applications assisting nature in doing Its work.
up to the modern problem play. From
The proprietors have so much faith
of Hand.
to Ibsen is a far le.i.
It was found that the water rights in Its curative powers that they offer Aristophanes
but Dr. Brown succeeded in :r '.ag a
for the project wer In good shape One Hundred Dollars for any case
and interests
r.rveyof
and permitted of Immediate, work on that it falls to cure. Send for list of satisfactory
the drama of all the world and all
testimonials.
the project. Kroenlg's Lakes, the
tfye ages, including even releivnce to
the Mora, Black Lake and a
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To- the drama of
Japan.
number of small stearms which how- ledo, O.
Why the Indian Dances?
ever have a heavy flow, are to furnish
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
(
The Indian does not dance for the
Take Hall's Family pills for constithe water and plans have been drafted
of it; .his games are not
enjoymeut
and specifications completed for re- pation. Adv..
played for fun; all his actions have
servoirs, dams; canals and laterais.
a deeply religious significance. Dr.
The surveys have all been made and
CATRONS PAY UP
Kdgar L. Hewett in his lecture yesthis is deemed the opportune time to
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. Catron and Cat terday on "The Methods of Archaeolron have paid $171.47 judgment and ogy" drew the dividing line between
push the proposition.
costs for
f
the expense of mak those eminent archaeologists
like
CITROLAXI
ing the survey of the Bartolome San- Schliemann who are led into archaechez grant In Rio "Arriba county, and ological research by written records,
CITROLAXI
the order to sell the grant to satisfy as was Schliemann by the Iliad, and
CITROLAX
It's a laxative of course and the tho judgment, was therefore revoked those original research workers who
in federal court today the master being are guided altogether by observation.
nicest hot weather drink you . ever
allowed $30 for his services. The mas- The man who sets out to find a cer
tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleas- ter, Jurge John R. McFie, also
report- tain thing is apt to find it where he
antly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N. ed the Bale of the Juan Salas grant is looking for it, even if it is not
Y., says: "Have used laxatives for to the deefndants, T. B. Catron's at- there, is at times the case even in
35 years but this Cltrolax has got torney, Frank J. Lavan for $179.63, science. In passing Dr. Hewett paid
which satisfied the judgment for
f an eloquent tribute to his old teacher
everything else beat a mile." Try it.
the
cost
of
the
survey, besides and preceptor. Dr. Navllle, the EgypQ. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
paying the master $50 for his trouble. tologist, whose discoverey of the tomb
Co. Adv.
The grant is located near Santa Fo of Osiris Tbydos has been reported
the past few months. Speaking of
Fe county.
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
American archaeology Dr. Hewett
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. Few people are
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought pointed out that the,re are now writav.rare that New Mexico has very drasten records to guide the archaeologist,
statutes
to punish, cruelty to ani- Fcley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
tic
he must pursue a different meth
that
mals. In fact, according to an opinion who was down on her back with kid
od than has been applied to a large
so
sore he had to help her move.
today by Assistant Attorney General neys
extent to Greek, Elgyptian and Roman
Harry S. Clancy, any witness of an He says, "She would cry with pain
Deductions must be
archaeology.
act of cruelty to animals may take the across her kidneys, but after she took made
observations and
from
original
oflender by the ear and march him to the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
to explain the methods of archaeologthe nearest Justice of the peace and she was as well and strong as ever." ical research in the American field,
thre Insist that he be punished with O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug he took
up the detail of the corn
there insist that he be punished with Co Adv.
dance at Santo Domingo, describing
10" to 30
days or both.
it step by step, its environment as
BANK WINS SUIT
well as its origin. Deep religious
Dangers of Cholera Morbus
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. Final judgement meaning is attached to the ceremonial
In almost every neighborhood some va3 entered today in ihe case of Hogg- - which is a
prayer to the gods for the
one has died from an attack of cholera sen brothers of New York against the
preservation of the crops. No one
morbus before medicine could be pro- National Bank of Roswell, the judge who heard Dr. Hewett will ever again
cured or a physician summoned. Ev- ment being against the plaintiffs who witness an Indian dance or visit a
ery family should be prepared for had sued for more than $3,000 commis pueblo without a feeling of reverence,
such an emergency. Mrs. E. M. Sny- sion and preliminary expenses on if not admiration, for the poetic feelder, Herkimer, N. Y., says "About four plans and specifications for a new ing of the Red Men, Dr. Hewett
years ago my husband had an attack building for the defendant bank. In scouted the theory that the American
of cholera morbus. I gave him Cham- the opinion handed down some time continent was occupied by any other
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea ago, Judge Pope held that the contract race than the Indian before the comRemedy and It relieved the pain Im- had been abandoned by the plaintiffs ing of the white man. Cliff dwellers,
mediately, and two or three, doses of and that they were therefore not en- Aztecs, Pueblos, Omanas, Mayas, Tpl-tecIt effected a cure." For sale by all titled to commission or compensation.
all were Indians. The division
dealers. Adv.
of the people in the pueblos into sumA Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
mer and winter people was brought
STATE LIBRARY ADDITION
When constipated take Chamber- - out in the lecture and how this di
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. Supreme Court Iain's Tablets. They are easy to take vision is even carried into the dance
Justice R. H. Hanna today received and most agreeable in effect. For was emphasized. To call them
from Engineer B. C. Broome the com sale
clows or delight makers, is a
by all dealers. Adv. .
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Interest PeJd On Deposits

many years, and which haa been instrumental In restoring complete health to a
large number of sufferera, should be thorWhile
oughly lnetlgated by everyone.
no undue claims are made for It, nor any
guarantee that Its use will restore health,
Ei kman's Alterative has been given the
full credit In aaviog Uvea In many cases.
Bead this case:
Wilmington, Del.
'Gentlemen: In January, 15(08, I was
taken with, hemorrhages of the lungs.
one of the leading practiMy physician
tioners of Wilmington, Del., said that It
was lun trouble. 1 took eggs and milk
- In quantities, but I got very weak. Mr.
C. A. Llppincott. of Uppincott ft Co.,
Department Store, 30tt to 814 Market
street, Wilmington, Del., recommended to
me Gckman's Alterative that had iimu
great good, and upon his suggestion I be
ii mi once. this was about
f!une.laiing
1908. I continued fnithfiiliv iixtnv
no other remedy, and finally noticed the
clearing of the lungs. I now have no
iroume who my lungs. I armly believe
Bosnian's Alterative saved my life "
(Affidavit)
JA8. SQUIRES.
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
mauy years test to be most ef flcaclous
for severe Throat and l.ung Affections,
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or habit- inrmiug oniKH. ask ror booklet telling
of recoveries,
and write to Eckman
laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa . for evidence. For sale by til leading druggist
and E. O. Murphey and hed Cross

ENTERS WHEN NOBODY IS NEAR
AND VENTS HIMSELF
MUCH SPLEEN

Vle President
rasnr4f

OF

Monterey, Aug. 7. Officers are
searching for a man who entered the
Del Monte bath house late Saturday
night and riddled the show cases and
other fixtures with bullets. The man- r.ger of the grill had left early in the
evening and there was nobody near
the place except a wltchman of the
Pacific Improvement company, to
which the grill belongs.
On investigating Sunday morning
over a score of bullets or shells were
found.
Nearly every electric light
globe was broken, windows In the
baih house were cracked and show
cases were smashed y the bullets.
Justice of the Peace Ernest Mich- aelis was notified and he has officers
Drug company.
working on the case. It was at first'
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
thought that spitework was the motive for the shooting, but the Del
misnomer, for 'lp,;;ite their grotesque
.Monte management lays the affair to
actions tbny were e:iaged in a serian inebriate.
ous part of the ceremony, represent-'- "
: iiie ancestors and illustrating the
W. T. Greene, Hopkinton, N. II..
-- ncpstor
worship or rather reverence
for ancestors by the Indians. It was twites the following letter, which wiil
Interest every one who, has kidney
a lecture that was especially approtrouble, "For over a year, Mrs. Greene
view
in
of
excursion
of
the
priate
nrxt. Tuesday to the Santa
Clara hfd been afflicted with a very stubborn kidney trouble. Foley Kidney
liesta and Pueblo dance.
Pills done more to complete her reThe Irish of It
covery than any medicine she has taMost brilliant was the lecture of ken and I feel It
my duty to recomDr. Lawrence If. Larson of the Uni- mend them." O. G.
Schaefer and Red
versity of Urbana, 111., on ".Modern Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Political Problemn.'
The
English
speaker devoted himself almost en- NEW PRESIDENT OF COLOMBIA
tirely to Ireland, although also inciBogota, Aug. 7. Dr. Jose Vincente
dentally to British imperialism. It Concha, who was chosen president of
was an address replete with humor, Colombia in the election
last Februwit, irony, eloquence and withal il- ary, was formally inducted into office
luminating and instructive. Some one today, succeeding Carlos E. Restrepo.
has wittily said: "The greatest mis- The new .president is a member of
fortune that has ever befallen the the conservative party and in the reUnited States was the failure of the cent elections he was
suppqrted by
Dr. Larson a section of the liberals and clericals
potato crop in Ireland.
did not go as far as that but explain- as well. He was minister of war in
ed why the Irishman
landing on 1901 and a year later became minAmerica's shores inevitably joined ister to Washington. He
disapproved
the democratic party and stuck to it of the Panama treaty and retired from
with bul few exceptions. The Irish his post at Washington in 1903.
land question, the disestablishment of
the church, the educational problems Keep your Ltver Active
During the
and finally home rule were followed
Summer Months Foley Cathartic '
from the root up. Interesting was
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
the story of the conflict between Dis'
Constipation
raeli and Gladstone. Some one asked
It doe's beat all how quickly Foley
Disraeli to tell the. difference between Cathartic Tablets liven
your liver and
a misfortune and a calamity. Dis overcome
constipation.
Ney Oldham,
raeli replied: "If Gladstone were to
Wlmberley, Texas, says. "Foley Cawould
fall into the Thames, that
be thartic Tablets
are the best laxative
a misfortune; if some one fished him I
ever used. They take the place of
out, that would be a calamity." The
calomel." Wholesome, stirring an!
speaker declared that Great Britain's
No griping. A comfort to
desire to hold on to her colonies, that cleansing.
stout
persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
is imperialism, isi the cause of her
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
taking part in the present European
war. nl fact it was Imperialism and
not "Taxation without representation" NEGRO BUSINESS MEN TO MEET
Tuskegee, Ala., Aug. 7. The offithat brought on the American revolution. The lecture was one that will cers of the National Negro Business
make the foreign news of the daily league announce that their plans
newspapers far more intelligible and have been completed for the fifteenth
annual session of the organiation to
Interesting to' the average reader.
bo held in Muskogee, Okla., the latter
of
Architecture
Masterpieces
The Parthenon, Santa nophia, St part of this month. Negroes who
have bee.n successful m various lines
Peter's, Cologne cathedral, the
and the Faj .Mahal were the of business will be present from every
six masterpieces of architecture se- section of the country. Among the
lected by Dr. C. S. Brown to illustrate subjects scheduled for discussion at
the great types and development of the convention are the following:
architecture. He "contrasted them "The Agricultural Possibilities of the
with each other and pointed out the Great Southwest," "The Part That Adand vertising Plays in Making a Business
overwhelming
magnificence
Pubbeauty of each. The lecture was boun- Successful," "Negro Newspaper
"Scientific
GardenMarket
lishing,"
n
tifully illustrated with fine stereopti-coand "Farming and Cattle Raisslides, which took the audience ing,"
ing."
from Athens to Rome, from Constantinople to Cologne, and from Granada
Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
to Agra. Of course, other buildings '
The most prompt and effectual cure
were shown, such as the Strasburg
cathedral, the mosque of Constantino- for diarrhoea is Chamberlain's Colic,
ple, the tombs of Agra and Delhi. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. When
This evening another illustrated lec- given as soon as the first unnatural
ture will be given, "A Santa Fe Girl loc.seness of the bowels appear one
in the Tropics," by Miss Ruth Laugh-lin- . dose is nearly always sufficient to effect a cure. It should be kept at
hand ready for instant use. For sale
Week
Forestry
Next week a two weeks' course of by all dealers. Adr.
lectures in forestry will begin. On
OBJECTION OVERRULED
Monday Frank E. Andrews will talk
on "Farms in the National Forest,"
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. Federal Judge
and Ira T. Yarnell on "Disposition of Wililam H. Pope today overruled tha
National Forest Timber." Wednesday objections raised to Francis C. Wilson
Herman Krauch will speak, on "For- acting as attorney for Antonio Tapia,
estry Investigation," and Francis P. a Nambe Indian, and others, in. the
Porcher on "The National Forests of case of D. C, Collier and Company vs.
California!."
Herman Petra Boquet et al., in volving title
Thursday
Krauch'a subject
will be "Forest to the Pojuoaque Pueblo land grant
Ecology," and Grazing Examiner R. R. la northern Santa Fe county, a case
Hill will tell "How Can We Produce that has attracted much attention and
More Beef?" Friday Herman Krauch caused much, commen. The
hearing
will speak on "Nursery Methods and of the case was set for August 24.
Field Planting."
SENATORIAL

.., .... President

.

Many Recoveries
HAN SHOOTS UP BATH
From Lung Trouble
A medicine for Throat nd Long TrocHOUSE ON THE COAST
hlea which baa been thoroughly tested for

CONTEST

Sufferers of Hay Fever
San Francisco, Aug. 7. The sena
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Fotorial fight in California has develop
ed into one of the most interesting
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
Restful sleep, relief and comfort contests of the present campaign.
from choking, gasping asthma and tor- Tha republican and democratic asmenting hay fever for those who taka pirants for the, nomination are purFoley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a suing peaceful campaign, but a bitter
healing soothing coating as It glides rivalry exists between, the two prodown a raw tickling throat, and stops gressive candidates. 'They are Chesirritating coughs and colds. O. O. ter Rowell and Francis J. Heney famous as prosecutor of the United
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co,
Adv.
Railroads graft cases and the Oregon

"Stay-at-Home-

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

THRt?

"

laud fi'aud caifca.
Governor Hiram
Johnson has retrained from throwing
his' influence to either side. Rowell'g
formal candidacy was announced first.
but Heney soon followed and for some
time both have been actively canvassing the state. Jaraej D. Ptielan, cap
italist and former mayor of San Fran
cisco, is the
democratic aspirant.
against Tnomas. Griffin of Ventura.
Few guesses are hazarded as to the
outcome of the contest between the
republican rivals, Samuel Shortrridge
and Congressman Joseph Knowland.
Both are men of wealth. Knowland
has been in congress for several years
and is a seasoned campaigner. Short- ridge is a lawyer who has been ac
tive in republican politics for many
years. He also is an able stump
speaker.

Don't endure the needless pain and
tciment of rheumatism, aggravated as
it 13 by the hot weather. W. T. Hui- cl ens, Nicholson, Ga., says: "I suf
fered the aches and pains of rheumatism, swollen feet, Irregular painful
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
fixed me up quickly. Foley's are tho
best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

Adv.

OARSMEN IN NATIONAL REGATTA
Philadelphia, Aug. 7. A myriad of

BED CKOSS

PIPAGES

FOR ACTIVE WORK
MABEL

BOARDMAN

HEAD OF
GANIZATION, BUSY IN
WASHINGTON

OR-

Washington, Aug. 7. With the ar
rival of Miss Mabel Boardman, active
head of the American Red Cross, vig
orous preparations on the part of the
Red Cross to assist the European so
cieties began.
Both funds and nurses will be sent
to the assistance' of the European. Red
Cross society if necessary. Appeals
fcr funds for this purpose were sent
today to the state branch organization
of the Red Cross, mayors of cities,
heads ofj chambers of commerce, boards
of trade and other lurge associations.
"We do not know exactly how to
proceed," said Miss Boardman. "A
meeting of the war and relief boards
of the American Red Cross will be held
tomorrow and will be presided over
by Robert Lansing of the state depart,
ment. Surgeon General Gorgas and
Surgeon General Bralsted of the army
and navy, respectively, also will assist
us in arriving at ways and means.
"The American Red Cross is strons
and well organized, but it hardly can
care for the havoc that modern war
fare on this stupendous scale will oc
casion. It is the duty of the American
Red Cross to aid, and we will do so
impartially for any nation that calls
upon us for assistance."

racing shells, propeljed by eights,
or Individual oarsmen
darted hither and thither on the
broad stretches of "the Schuylkill
river this morning in final practice
for the
championship regatta of the National Association of
Amateur Oarsmen.
Several of the
preliminary events on the program
were pulled off this afternoon, but
fcOSWELL TEACHES
in accordance with custom all of the
Santa
Fe, Aug. 7. The department
big races have been reserved for Sat
of
education
has been Informed that
urday. Xhe complete
program of
races includes a quarter mile dash William Parent has been elected head
for single scullers; intermediate as of the manual training department of
sociation and senior stngle sculls; in the Roswell public schools and Miss
termediate and senior doublo sculls; Vsa Felton of Las Vegas has been sein those schools.
intermediate and senior eight oared lected a teacher
shells, all championship events, with Three white and one colored teacher
two added races, junior eight oared still remain to be selected. Superin
shells and intercity, octuple sculls. tendent W. O. Hall has declined a po-The regatta has attracte-- many of the si'ion with the Wisconsin Normal
best scullers and crew cf t! " .'::it ;rrlicul and '.v:U remain in Roswell.
States and Canada. Among the cities
MORR1SO NNOMINATED
represented will be Philadelphia, BosSanta Fe, Aug. 7. John E. Morrison,
ton, Montreal, New York, Washington,
Buffalo
Baltimore, Newark, Duluth, of Judge A. U Morrison of this city
has been nominated for attorney gen
Cleveland, 'Toronto and Winnipeg,
eral o f Arizona by the republicans.
Until recently re was United States at
CORAB4 rtZ
torney for Arizona.

fours, doubles

forty-secon-

d
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JARAMILLO RELEASED
Aug. 7. United States
Commissioner Melvin T. Dunleavy to-

Santa Fe,

day discharged from sustody Manuel

Jaramillo who had served 60 days in
thf- penitentiary for violation of
the
-

liquor laws and
ment of costs.
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"Nothing doing around

here electric lights are
worse than pistols and

it1

bull dogs.

''Let's quit while the
quitting is good."
The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.

The Las Vejjasr
Light and Power

Company
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poetotftoo at
Mexico for traos- -

throughout Belgium.
King Albert Voices National Hope
Before departing tor the front King
Albert addressed a proclamation to the
Belgian army, saying.
"Without the least provocation on
our part, our neighbor has torn up
treaties bearing Its signature, and broken into on the territory of our fathers, because we refused to forfeit our
honor.
"An attack has been made on us
and the world marvels at our loyal
attitude.
"Be comforted by our Independence.
"Our menaced nation shudders and
its children have bounded to the frontier.
"'Brave soldiers, I salute you In the
name of Belgium. You will triumph
because your strength has been in the
service of right.
"Glory to you, soldiers and defenders
of the liberty of our menaced fatherland." '

All messages or a tUL'
character will be transmitted, but no
code messages will be received. Tnis
order will affect principally the Ger
man owned stations at Sayville, I
and Tuckerton, N. J.
New Proclamation Planned
Upon receipt today from the Rus

censors.

t,

sian embassy of confirmation of Aus
declaration of war
against Russia, officials of the state
department began drafting another
neutrality proclamation to define the
position of the United States with
reference to the latest phase of the
European conflict.
Charge- Hubscher of the Swiss letold
Secretary Bryan Switzergation
land would today Issue a proclamation
of neutrality. The charge stated that
Americans pouring into Switzerland
from France, Germany and Italy and
especially Vienna, were safe.
's

county at a tax sale. It demands
more than that in a suit filed today
by. the railroad company. It wants
to enjoin Tax Collector and Treasurer
Celso Lopez from collecting what it
calls illegal tax levies. Including six
mills for public bridges amounting to
2.5 mills amounting to
$3,535.31;
for court house and $383.82,
which is 1.5 mills for county Judg
ments.
The suit which is against
Lopez also wants to enjoin him from
Issuing any certificate of sale. It is
further asked that the above levies
be declared null and void, which petition, if granted, will add to the tax
complications from which the county
already suffers.

1

1 27

'

GORHAM

3

Sterling Silver,
Hawkes Cut Glass

I

as

to tne pouna Binning, hiolwiu ui
throagti the United States $5
at the extortionate rate of $3 to the
second laa matter.
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German Consulates Closed
amusing rather
on each dollar of the assessed valua- upon any judgment rendered against Section 1. The executive department
a gentleman from Mississippi and says that he was a spy and shot on the sta- ed To be or not to be, Is the questioT
7.
A Domin
Vancouver, B. C., Aug.
existtion thereof except for the support the board of county commissioners of shall consist of a governor, lieutenant-governor- ,
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last. Destroy the work of all other writ- hands of the neutral powers.
charitable purposes, all cemeteries education, and when so called shall shall, during their terms of office, relaws she can take on
honest eye.
not used or heJd for private or cor be paid by the county treasurer to the side and keep the public records,
ers, leave only Job, Shakespeare and Quiet is reported from practically the neutrality
onlv sufficient coal to make another
Yet if a friend whose sorrowed porate profit, and all bonds of the judgment creditor.
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At Pittsburgh

MEXICO CANNOT STAY

PERSONALS
Marshall Turner and family left this
morning for Harvey's where they will
spend the coming week.
F. M. Lyons and wife left this morning for Albuquerque after spending a
few days In this city visiting with old
friends.
Miss Mary Harris and Mrs. J. W.
Grove left this morning for Harvey's
on a vacation trip.
T. J. Tipton of Sanchez is visiting
the city on business;,
John H. Hicks of the Bar Y ranch
Is in town on a short business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Viles are in
town from Holman on a short visit.
P. L. Watson of Trinidad is spending a few days in the city.
H. J. Eppstein of El Paso is a business visitor in the cityH
J. A. Reynolds of Terra Haute, Ind.
Is a business visitor in the city.
The camping party that left Sunday for the Mora mountains returned
last evening. The four boys complained of the wet weather . Fred Lujan,
Nick Cordova, Vincent Montoya and
Bernardo Montoya made the trip.
T. E. Waggoner of Nolan Is a visitor in the city today.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry McDonald came
In last night from their home at Mora.
George Forbes left this afternoon
for his home in Trinidad after a visit
here of six weeks with his sister,
Mrs. Ed MaxwelL
Miss Ruby Jones left this afternoon
for Watrous, where she will spend the
remainder of her vacation.

I

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

AT

Pf ACE

CARBAJAL'S
DENIES
CARRANZA
AGENTS "EVEN SCANT
COURTESY"

National League
New York

Wasington, Aug. 7. General
and Provisional President Car
bajal have failed to agree on transferring power in Mexico and trouble
Is expected in Mexico City, where
the population Is reported terror- stricken. The constitutionalist forces
are marching on the capital.. This
was the official explanation of events

a

Car-ranz-

in Mexico City.

The United States government sent
a strong protest to General Carranza,
urging that he give the Carbajal delegates an opportunity, but the envoys
already left Saltlllo and are now on
their way to Vera Cruz, Official reports to the state department say
General Carranza did not accord the
Carbajal delegates "even scant courtWhen the envoys presented
esy."
what they termed six suggestions the
Carranza representatives flatly rejected them and declared the conference
at an end.
Chagrin of administration officials
at the course of Carranza was apparent and it was predicted that the
United States not only would keep its
military forces at Vera Cruz indefinitely, but would consider further the
question of recognition and moral sup
port for the constitutionalists when
they did reach Mexico City.

use of a power with which England is
at war.
There has been a betterment reported too, in the financial situation
In Paris and London, which must find
Its reflection here. More gold today was
transferred to Canada and banks of
the Dominion continued to draw on
their reserves. It is this fact more
than anything else which has caused
a maintainace of the 8 per cent rate.
The sugar market has become active and strong, because the wars in
Europe threaten to demolish the sugar
beet industry in France, Germany,
Austria and Russia in the American

market
During the last day or two sales of
granulated sugar have been made to
the United Kingdom. Prices for raw
sugar had today advanced to $4.26 basis. Centrifugal and fine granulated
is practically on a five cent basis.
Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce
8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Faro for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
419 Railroad avenue, phone Main 397.
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VES-

TODAY'S
New York, Aug. 7. The American
ves
liner St. Paul, first
sels to leave New York without fear
and
of capture since Great Britain
went to war, sailed today
German

BASEBALL

trans-Atlant-

crowded cabins and steerage for
Liverpool.
The St. Paul flies the Stars and
Stripes and therefore Is not subject to
seizure by any of the European war

ships believed to be hovering near the
track of ocean liners.'
The largest consignment of mail that
ever started across the Atlantic on a
single vessel was aboard. The St
Paul was the only, vessel sailing from
this port today for Europe.
The Cunard line today announced
that passengers of the Mauretania,
which put Into Halifax yesterday fearing capture by German warships,
would be brought to New York by
train today. Some passengers left by
train last night
The Cunard liner Lusitanla, speeding
to Europe sent back word by wireless
today that "all was well." This Is the
first word received from the liner since
she slipped from the harbor, prepared
to dodge German vessels.

Oil Vessel Recalled
Philadelphia, Aug. 7. Recalled by
GOOD ADVERTISING
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. That the road wireless; the German steamer Pennoll,
building by the county of Dona Ana which left here on July 27, with,
was a good advertising stunt if nothgallons of oil for Germany, re

turned to her dock today.

Sicilian at Quebec
Quebec, Aug. 7. The Allan liner,

Sicilian, which put out to sea Sunday
with passengers for Glasgow, came
back to Quebec today for fear of cap
ture by German cruisers.
WANTED
OoH office

Clean cotton

You Will Find

rag

at

2

2

From week to week this apace w It nolo some interesting
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth.

and

Western League
R. H. E.
At Lincoln
Pet Denver 3 10 1
.598
2 7 0
Lincoln .53S
Batteries:
Harrington and Block;
.525
Scroggins and Rehor.

L.

Federal League
L.
W.
Chicago
Baltimore
Brooklyn
Indianapolis
Buffalo
Pittsburgh .
Kansas City
St. Louis

12

55
52

......54

Des Moines

Adv.

ing else, is apparent from the Immense amount of publicity it has received and the incidental praise of
the public splritedness of the county
in voting bonds for the work. The
latest illustrated article on the sub
ject is that in Good Roads, for August, the article being illustrated and
the first feature in the magazine fol
lowing the editorials. Due credit is
given Francis E. Lester in the article.

Philadelphia

5 10

W.

American League

Denver
St. Joseph

OUTLOOK

(Continued from Page One)

Chicago
St. Louis
Boston
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Pittsburgh

i

rivw

R. H. E

St Louis

6
Pittsburgh
Batteries:
Davenport Brown
Simon; Knetzer and Kerr.

OVER NIGHT

STEAMERS POT INTO
FINANCIAL

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7, 1914.

FORECAST
Washington, Aug. 7. The country's
record breaking crop of winter wheat
amounts to 675,000,000 bushels, the de
partment of agriculture today in Its
preliminary) estimates. This 22,000,000
CROP

in
July.
Prospects of the spring wheat crop
.551 have decreased during
August and
.515 that
crop Is now estimated at 236,000,-00- 0
.490
bushels or 38,000,000, less than in
.480 July,
making the total wheat produc.440 tion forecast of 911,000,000
bushels, or
.324 16 000,000 bushels less than indicated
.
,
July 1.
Corn prospects decroased 283,000,000
Pet bushels diir!' ? July and a crop of
.566 2.634,0O0;i)0 bushels is now
indicated,
.559
cuts decreased 44,000,000 bush- -

Total Resources

Total Resources July i,

.52;
.495
.411
.434
.429

CIGARETTES

SEZIED

ternational bridge Wednesday afterPet. noon. The cigarettes were claimed by
.602 G. W. Morrow of .Juarez, who declares
.574 that the smokes were
brought across
.570 toe river
by mistake. He says he had
.509 Instructed an
employe of his store to
.495 come to the American side on an yr-.462
and he had driven over the bor
.398 der' without
knowing that the cigar.391 ettes weer in the
buggy. Morrow is
now in a quandary as to how to get
the cigarettes back. He says if he
takes them across the river, the Mex
ican custom officials will force him
to pay duty on them. If he leaves them
on this side, he will also have to pay
a high duty.

National League

at New York.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
Chicago

WIFE TURNED BEDROOM
INTO A CHICKEN COOP

American League
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Boston at Detroit
New York at St. Louisi

STRANGE CHARGES FILED IN
VORCE SUIT IN DENVER
COURTS

Dl- -

Denver, Aug. 7. In a suit for divorce
tiled in the districtu court yesterday
Harry G. Mathison, an Arvada man,
charges that his wife, Harriett C.

Federal League
Chicago at Baltimore.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Indianapolis at Buffalo
Kansas City at Brooklyn.

Mathison, converted his bedroom into
chicken house and trained the bird3
to roost on the head and foot of hi a
Western League
bed. Roosters and hens alike, he alSioux City at St. Joseph.
leges, were wont to make the nights
Wichita at Topeka,
hideous and sleep impossible with their
Lincoln at Denver.
scraping of feet and othernoises
Des Moines at Omaha.
nd the roosters awoke him ev
ery morning before daylight with
their crowing he said.
There was a chicken shelter on Ma- thison's
place, the husband recites, but
RESULTS
YESTERDAY'S
his wife chose his bedroom as a sleep
ing place for the fowl merely to spite
him. Mrs. Mathison also turned her
American League
husband's quarters into a harness and
No games scheduled.
junk shop, the complaint recites.
One night the sleepless man arose to
to
shoo the hickens from his bed
National League
R.H.E. pests. He stepped in a horse collar
At Brooklyn
io " and fell heavily to the floor. Numer
St Louis
2 8' 1 ous other acts of cruelty are attribut.
Brooklyn
Perdue and Snyder; ed to the wife, and Mathison closes his
Batteries:
complaint with the observation that
Schmitz, Allen and Fischer,,
no human can live in peace and har
with the defendant4
mony
K H- - E
At New York

Am

mi

"

')

Old

SHOT WHILE SMUGGLING

JUIHDNITIONON BORDER

El Paso, Tex., Aug. 7. A Mexican
named Manuel Legos was shot while
attempting to smuggle ammunition
across the river near the Twentieth infantry camp Wednesday night The
man had 10,000 rounds of ammunition
which he was attempting to carry
across the river, when a sentinel of
the Twentieth Infantry challenged
him. The man continued to wade
the river and was fired upon. The
bullet entered his hip and the wound
is a serious one. The Mexican was
taken to the post hospital for treatment The ammunition was seized.
Boys on bicycles are assisting the
ammunition smugglers. The provost
guard captured 10,500 rounds of ammunition which had been taken to an
adobe house on Canal street by these
boys on bicycles who have been employed by the ammunition smugglers.
The ammunition was stored in this
adobe house an.d was being taken from
the house and smuggled across the
river in small quantities.
The soldiers at the Stanton street
bridge discovered that cartridges were
being smuggled across the river hidden in beer kegs. The ammunition is
placed in the kegs which are partial
ly filled with beetf, The soldiers found
1,000 round hidden in each of nine
barrels. The ammunition was seized,
but no arrests were made.

$252, 370.47

$320,653.83

Statute

'14,1912.

J

.

;

Invoked

Saltlllo, Aug. 7. Constitutionalists
will invoke the famous statute of
1863, known as the law of Juarez, if
federal soldiers do not lay down their
arms, according to an official announcement here. It also was stated
that statute will be enforced against
Carbajal and the civilian officials un
less Mexico City is surrendered, to
The' law con
the constitutionalists.
demns to death any Mexican who has
fought against the fatherland.

TODAY IN CONGRESS
l

I

Senate: Met at 11 a. m.
A committee waa apoplnted

to send
flowers to Mrs. Wilson's funeral.
Debate was continued on the shipping bill.
Petitions from Colorado and Nevada
silver mine owners asked the governe
ment to buy silver at
quotations, because of the closing of silver exchanges.
House: Met at noon.
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
amendments to the trade
Senate
34th season of this famous moun
commission bill were disagreed to and
tain resort Carriage out every Sata conference asked.
urday morning, returning following
While the house stood in silence
Friday;
charges $10.00, transporta
after It convened Chap
immediately
tion, $1.00. Special rates for long lain Couden
for "comfort and
prayed
er time. Address East Las Vegas,
consolation for President "Wilson and
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey'i
his daughters In their bereavement
r Plaza hotel. Adv.
Half a hundred of the senior members of the house were appointed by
TWO DIE IN WRECK
,
Speaker Clark to attend the funeral
Rich Hill, Mo., Aug. 7 Andy Eastly, of Mrs. Wilson. The speaker, who
60 years old, and James Miller, 35, of will head the committee, selected the
Foster, Mo., are dead as the result of members from each state who has
a motoring accident throe milo.-- wrst served lon.TP-r- t in the house.
of town at 5 o'clock this evening.
Mart Biggs of New Home, Mo., 1st inHARVEST HELP SHORT
jured, probably fatally, and' Biggert
Penasco, N. M., Aug. 7. N. L. JohnWatson, the driver of the car, escaped son, operating a large farm near here,
with slight injuries. --The party had is experiencing difficulty in securing:
spent the afternoon in this city and enough help to harvest his crops this
were returning home when their car year. He has about 75 acres ot alskidded and turned oven.
falfa on the ground and so far baa not
been able to hire sufficient bands to
. REGISTER
APPOINTED
gather it He went to Roswell, hopPresident Wil- ing to employ enough farm hands to
Washington, Aug.
son today nominated Shober J. Rogers relieve the stringency. Like condition's
of Fallon, Nev, to be register of the prevail on other farms in this part of.
land office at Carson City, Nev. C. D. the Pecos valley.
McKay declined the appointment
after having been confirmed.
Subscribe tor Vhm Optte.
last-mad-

;

CANTALOUPE SHIPMENTS
Roswell, N. M.t Aug. 7. The Pecos

Valley Distributors' association has
shipped five cars of cantaloupes to
Denver, Chicago and New York mar-VetThe melons were from Pecos,
Lake Arthur and Artesia. This week
the shipments will average from 10 to
ir cars a day and will go east attached
to a special green fruit train.
The Valley Fruit and Storage com
pany has shipped its first car of apples to Texas points, where the fruit
will be sold in small lots from the car.
The apples were the choice of the
early crops.
LUCKY

Bring Your
Job Vork

SUNNY

Albuquerque, Aug. 7.JSunny Sfhelton
didn't have to answer to the charge
of flourishing a deadly weapon when
arraigned before Justice of the Peace
Craig today on his wife's complaint
Mrs. Sunny wouldn't testify. Neither
who was
would Sunn's mother-in-lasaid to be Included in the hostile zone
described by the hereinbefore mention
4 7 1
Chicago
HE ASKED
ALL
flourish. Whereupon Judge Craig
ed
3 10 1
New York
The young man and the girl were dismissed the complaint Mrs. Sunny
Batteries: Humphries and Archer,
outside the front door having paid the costs. All the persons In
Bresnahan; Mathewson and McLean, standing
a final chat after his evening call. He volved, except the justice, are colored.
was leaning against the door post talk
R.H.E. ing in low tones. Presently the young
POULTRY ASSOCIATION .
At Boston
4 9 2
Aug. T. The New
lady looked around to discover her
Albuquerque,
Pittsburgh
5 8 1 father in the doorway clad in a dress Mexico '
Boston
Poultry association has become affiliated with the American
Batteries: Adama and Gibson; Ty- ing gown.
"Why. father, what in the world is Poultry association. The state organ
ler, Crut'cher, Strand and Whaling.
ization wil be granted a charter at
the matter?"
R.H.E
At Philadelphia
'John," said her "parents, "you know the national convention to be held In
3 I've never complained
-- 4 10
'.
about your Chicago August 9u t E. Thomas of
Cincinnati 2 4 1 staying late, and I'm not going to 1116 East Hazeldine avenue is secre
Philadelphia
Batteries: Benton," Mattison and complain of that now, but for goodness tary of the state association.
Marshall. Rixey. Baumgardner and sake stop leaning against the bell push.
HELPED BY ARMY
Killifer.
and let the rest of the family get some SMUGGLERS
El
Tex.,
Paso,
Aug. 7. Soldiers of
Post
Denver
sleep.
the United States army have been asFederal League
to get
SEVENTY-FIVRI.H.E.
SEEDS
sisting ammunition-smuggler- s
At Brooklyn
0 6
Kansas City
Une of the most .unusual cases to guns and cartridges across the line
2 7
has ever been put In for the Mexican rebel army, according
which the
,
Brooklyn. Johnson and Brown; St. Louis, and which is attracting the to charges that have been made by
Batteries:
attention of many physicians in the army officers. Monday night a guard
Bluejacket and Land.
citv is that of Miss Lena Bearan of was placed on the river front near FaR.H.E. 4743 Russell avenue, who began swal bens to prevent the crossing of a
At Buffalo
the rebels.
1 6
,
Indianapolis
lowing plum seeds wnen she waa a quantity of ammunition for
4 9
.
Buffalo
small "child, and now, at the age of A soldier of the border patrol was sus
Batteries: MuUin, McConnoughery 17, is beginning to cough them up. pected of having arranged for the
and Rariden, Warren;
Krapp and The physicians who are attending the shipment to cross.
Blair.
,
young woman have 63 plum stones in
A Hint to the Wise It Sufficient
R. H. E. their possession and know, that there
Second Game
When
3
more
dozen
7
which the
constipated take Chamberare at least a
Indianapolis
Tablets.
4 8
lain's
before
atten
medical
They are easy to take
up
Buffalo
girl coughed
In effect For
Batteries: Kalserling and Rariden tion was called to the case. St Louis and most agreeable
Adv.
.
dealers.
all
sale
Moore and Blair.
Times.
by
,
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Total Resources July 1, 1914 - $406,587.28

MEXICAN
REFUSES TO HALT
Polatoe prospects increased 9,000,009
WHEN CHALLENGED AND
bushels and 3,700,000,000 is indicated.
SENTRY WINGS HIM

Kl Paso, Aug. 7. A consignment of
23,350 cigarettes was seized at the in-

1913
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When the door had closed upon him,
the sculptor stood in deep thought for
several moments. Then
knocking the contents of his unlit
pipe out upon the hearth, he put It In
his mouth, upside down, and lounged
over to the plasterllne sketch that Pedro had criticized. For Bome time he
looked at it Immovably, and then
stretched out a tentative hand toward
the hind quarters of the tiger, withdrawing Instantly.
"No, by George!" said he aloud, "I
think It's all right Just the vfay It
stands."
But nevertheless he went to work
upon another group, leaving the diminutive sketch alone.
Half past six (it being then dark)
found Leigh on his way to the Btudio
in Muldoon place, strolling along medimystery
tatively through the half-li- t
absent-mindedl-

MPOSSBm BOY
& CD. RHODES

ILLUSTRATIONS
ODpyPIGHT

SV

CO

ryp6B3-vtPPI-

y

bacon deliberately. When It was reversed, he looked up at his visitor, and
I CHAPTER 1 Th
mad. Pedro again the mellow voice rang out like
opn
Mr.
preWnd the dancing bear,
Jonaa,
of a church belL
teallng a young the alow chime
print a tramp from ambition
to become
"Who are you?"
Bady't purse. Pedro's
to quit Jia mia w
painter npura mmaancers.
"I am Pedro," said the owner of that
strolling Dear
name, flashing his white smile. "I
CHAPTER II Pedro, Old N'lta and the nave a letter from Sam Hill."
of Greenwich.
reuiu
ar trainer atart (or New lorn,
n
At the corner of Seventh avenue he
man
"Ah!" remarked Leigh, not, how-ovealnts a portrait for a
band to earns a meal for the company.
to
but
take
the
missive,
slapped his pockets, unearthed
halted,
offering
rThe lady of the purse adventure sees
looking at the bearer, and, as was so his pipe and pouch, and proceeded to
painting as elm passes.
commonly the case, liking him. Then. light uo. Then, to make uu for the
Mies Iris In response to that emlle of Pedro's, few moments lost In this operation, he
York.
CHAPTER Ill-N-ew
lovanderpool quarrels with her artist
Leigh smiled, a rare thing in him, and dived down the little short cut called
Sam Hill, and they part. She
an illuminating.
Paradise place. It was very dark In
In her father's desk a portrait
of
Pedro,
which she recognises as that
"Have you had your breakfast?" he the little fragment of a street, and
the
from
her
(who rescued
half-wadown Its narrow span he
asked.
CHAPTER IV Hill, the despondent
exclaimed
the
I
two men who were in
into
haven't!"
no!
bumped
"Why,
Jones in
lover, meets Pedro and Mr.
They dine together. boy, evidently surprised at the recol- the act of parting from each other
Washington square. in
Pedro's drawings lection of his lack.
adieux. The taller of
with
Hill discovers talent
ia.nd In a mad desire to lose himself, gives
Leigh looked him over again, bis these two muttered an apology almost
fhia studio and all In It to Pedro In
face grave despite the gathering up In the same breath with Leigh's, and
for Mr. Jones.
of the little ltnes at the corners of was hurrying away, when the sculpCHAPTER V.
his eyes.
tor, catching sight of the face under
"You're a friend of Sam's?" he j the peak of the cheap and shabby hat.
asked.
called his name.
Two Meeting.
;
"I am his most devoted one!" exNext morning Pedro awoka with a
"Vanderpool!"
The millionaire heard, for he made
cense of strangeness upon him, and claimed Pedro fervently.
an
emiled.
out
hand
irresolute little movement a3 n
his
stretched
Leigh
Again
Instinctively
!to touch Mr. Jones, who always slept
"No, you are not," he said. "How- to return, but, changing his mind, only
beside him. But the bear was missing. ever, the forks and spoons are in that pulled his hat over his eyes, and
Instead of a rough, warm coat that bureau, and you'll find a cup on the walked off rapidly. For a moment
Leigh almost doubted the veracity of
(heaved sleepily beneath his hand, he shelf behind that screen."
Pedro stared at him for a breath, his recognition. Reginald Vanderpool
Itouched a coverlet soft as silk. At
ithls, his sense of uneasiness Increased and then, with a laugh, he threw his in what amounted to a disguise! Such
land with an effort he opened his eyes hat and his letter down upon a chair, a circumstance seemed far from likely!
taad sat up. Ah, yes! He remembered and went in search of the articles men And yet he could not be wrong, for
In the folds of the man's coat he had
inow. Mr. Jones was gone. Gone with tioned.
"Gracias!" he said, "I am very hun- distinctly seen the black ribbon and
ithe sanction of his master, gone
never to return! One by one gry. Maybe you know what that feels dangling monocle which were charac- ;the events of the preceding' evening like, eh?"
'icame back to his mind. Ills hesitancy,
"You bet!" said Leigh solemnly.
With alacrity Pedro gathered up the
Hill's arguing with him, the details
jof their compact, and his final agree- Implements wherewith to serve him-eeland returned from the corner
ment to the extraordinary proposal.
tAh, yes! and Hill's writing of the two shelf with one hand grasping a bristly
iletters, one of which gave him, Tedro, bouquet of cutlery and the other bal
.possession of the apartment In which ancing some dishes. Pausing before
.lie now found himself. The other to a a sketch in plasterllne, he looked at
jfriend of Hill's to be delivered on the it critically, cocking his head to one
his eyes.
morrow that was today today.
side, and
"You ought to push the hind quar
Slowly he let his gaze travel about
ithe comfortable little bedroom In ters of the tiger back of the woman,
he lay. Its furnishings were so!" said he, giving an Illustrative
teimple in the extreme, yet adequate. twist of the hand which nearly eent
jOpposite him stood a chest of draw- the cup flying. "It doesn't' quite look
look solid, you know."
ers, mahogany, and old. There were
brushes on It and a few simple ebony
Leigh brought the fryingpan over
toilet necessities. At the foot of the when he came to Inspect. He crouched
The for a moment before his model. Then
was a door, half closed.
studio was In there! At the thought he turned to Pedro.
I s sprang up and flung the door wide
"I believe you are right," he said.
1o discover if his memory of the night "In here is where you mean, of
A.'as a vision or a reality.
course. Are you a sculptor
As he stood upon the threshold he
"Painter," said Pedro, "at least,
5 "emed for an instant to Bee, not the
am going to be."
A gleam of amusement crept Into
Toom before him, but the upright, fash
ionably clad figure of Hill, leading a those strange eyes of Leigh.
bear off into the dark regions beyond
"Going to be!" he quoted. "Ah! I
Then, throwing see! The novice is always the sever"Washington square.
bark his head, he laughed, and stepped est critic."
"But I am right about it," persisted
jinto the studio.
Once It had been the attic covering the boy, not In the least abashed at
"Still Working?"
"the upper floors of two adjoining being made fun of.
ibouses. In every sense the place was
"I did not Bay you were wrong," re
of Iris' father. Deuce take the
a workshop, replete with the most per- marked Leigh. "Come and eat. You terlstic
was very odd for him to ruBh
it
man,
fect tools for the trade of the brush, are In no need of championing your off In that manner without speaking!
iand the only spot conducive to idling views.
But, for the matter of that, Vanderpool
fwas the chimney corner. Upon the
Leigh perused Hill's letter between had always been something of a myssmaller easel stood the
gulps of coffee. Its substance was tery to his acquaintances!
portrait of a man, while against one merely that Hill was going away, pos
With a shrug, Leigh resumed his
'all a pile of canvases was standing, sibly for a year, and confirmed Pedro's
only to have it borne in upon
walk,
Jtheir faces hidden.
possession of the Btudio with the few him after a few moments, that the
Pedro drew a long breath of delight. est possible explanations. When Leigh second of the two men whom he had
Then It was true; It had not been a finished reading it he attacked the interrupted was
preceding him. Even
jdream, after all! He thought of Mr. bacon and addressed his guest.
he
when
into Muldoon place
turned
iJones again, and for a moment the
Tell me again. What's all this there he was again, crossing the little
of
dear
was
that
remembrance
pang
about? Did you really never see Hill paved court twenty-fivfeet In advance,
tiitter. How was Hill getting on with before last night?"
door!
and
the
basement
at
entering
?Old Nita? he wondered. If only it
"Never," said Pedro.
"Well, If that Isn't the darnedest
were possible to be with them, and
"And what reason did he give for
said Leigh as he mounted the
Siere at the same time! Ah, well,' one this unexpected desire to leave town?" thing!"
but thereafter thinking
puzzled,
stairs,
could not serve two masters, and he
That he wanted to go!" said Pedro of it no more.
'imd chosen and did not regret.
with rising inflection, as if surprised
He found Pedro engaged upon a
On the mantel shelf stood a letter that any other reason were necessary.
pencil
drawing of a very pretty girl
that Pedro had placed there on the
"Hum!" mused Leigh, thinking in In the act of
herself with the
previous evening. Hill had given It stantly of Iris. "1 believe I can give aid of a cakewashing
of soap which she held
to him with the Injunction to deliver a guess, then."
in a prominent manner. Leigh started
It at the earliest possible moment. He
He took my bear; I took his studio. slightly, as be looked at it, but all he
xead the superscription with interest: A very good arrangement, eh?" asked 6aid was:
Abraham Lincoln Leigh
Pedro.
"Still working?"
An address on Tenth street followed.
"For you, certainly," Bald Leigh.
"No,"
Pedro, "I stopped
JPedro determined to deliver It at once.
"Ah! but you should see my bear!" when theresponded
light gave out."
Pedro
responded
earnestly.
He waved his hand toward the
The house In which Abraham LinThe lad was so sincere that Leigh smaller easel where stood a
canvas,
coln Leigh lived, was, like almost ev-r- smiled again.
upon which a picture a street scene
other building In this neighbor
"From something In Sam's letter," had been blocked
in. Leigh crossed to
hood, now being put to a use other said he, "1 am pretty sure that I am look at
it, and although the artificial
than that for which It wa originally right about why he has gone. He says
made any real judgment of'what
Intended, for once It had been a ware I am to look after you. What do you light
saw
he
difficult, he bent before it Inof
house for the storage
paper.
wish me to do for you as a starter?
terestedly,
though still without com"Yep!" said the hallboy, in response Take you up to the art school?"
ment.
to Pedro's Inquiry as to whether Mr.
No!"
exclaimed Pedro,
"Academy!
"So you have
iLelgh was In. "Third to your righL
"What do you intend doing, then?" eh. "What do stopped working," said
you call the thing you
Xast door!"
"Paint," said Pedro.
are doing?"
So Pedro mounted and knocked.
,
"Anything else?"
"This is not my work," explained
"Come!" said a resonant
voice.
'Find some one whose criticism I
Pedro,
arising, and laying down the
a
of
which was like the booming
great can respect!"
drawing-board- .
"This is just to live.
bell. And Pedro, rejoicing at the rr,u
"Ah!" said Leigh, "and who will I have seen
many pictures In advertie of It, promptly obeyed.
that be?"
tisements like this, often less good,
It was a large studio which he en
"I have not yet decided," said the and
perhaps I can sell it. Then I need
and
disor
tered, large and crowded
boy thoughtfully. "1 shall have to see not use the
money of Mr. Hill. A
dered beyond belief. Several corners the work of all the best men first."
good idea, eh?"
lad been screened off for uses other "And when do you go to work?"
"Yes," assented Leigh, still without
than those of sculpture, which was tho
"Now!" replied Pedro. "I must go.
any change of expression. "Well, come
occupation of the proprie There is not a moment to be lost!"
out and play around with me. I never
tor.
He arose and stood looking as
At the moment of Pedro's entrance though alarmed at the flight of so see anyone much, except Hill, and as
he has deserted the camp you will
Abraham Lincoln Leigh was stoopin
many precious moments.
,
have to fill his place, since you have
ver a fryingpan full of bacon, which
"But later?" asked Leigh.
to fill hia studio and my
"was sizzling on the stove; and the In
"When it is dark, I will go with undertaken
stantaneous Impression which his vis you," said Pedro, responding to the time."
''
"AH right," said Pedro.
itor received was that the man's name unspoken invitation.
Together they went out. Pedro was
Ijad in some curious fashion influI shall come around for you at
good company, and Leigh responded to
enced his personal appearance. He about
said Leigh.
"We him
readily. Between these two had
"was very tall, and hia leanness waa must get to know each other better."
already
sprung up an intimacy that
Hat In hand, Pedro turned to flash waa
extraordinary. As Pedro entered, he
accepted by both without sur
5id not even turn hi head for a mo an assenting smile at Leigh before he
prise. It seemed bo natural to them
anent. but "outlnucrt wauipulatlng tho I went out.
SYNOPSIS.
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lunch-wago-

Pa-dr- o

t

purae-snatctie-

r.

y

t.

to
tppcth."!", t'.s lnT'cua o that they
o
spoke was identical, and both were f
simple in their attitude toward life,
and toward each other, that ttcy
spoke and acted with the feeling of olf?
comrades from the first.
Who was this young man, anyhow?
The question waa one that lulled
Leigh to sleep that night and persistently confronted bim on his awakening next morning.
Why was tho boy so reticent about
his origin, hie people, his nationality
even. Sometimes one would swear Pedro to be a Spaniard; yet he sroke
Italian fluently, and French, too. Yt,
when he became earnest and wished
to press a point, good English seemed
to come to him with amazing readiness. And the quality of the hoy's
work!' It was astounding! This latter thought stimulated action.
se
Slowly Abraham Lincoln Leigh
from his untidy bed, and in the s?rly
light of the wintry morning, strode-intacross
his workshop. Half-wathe floor he stopped, adding hia ungainly figure to the motionless throng
which stood about For several
and then, with
he stood stock-still- ,
to curve
skilful
began
fingers
rapid,
back the hind quarters Df the tiger in
the little plasterliiie sketch.
m:p-ute-

f,

half-closin- g

f

.

half-finishe- d

e
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y
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self-evide-
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The People Downstairs,
said that as Leigh entered the front door of the studio
building in Muldoon place, the second, and to him unknown, of the two
men whose conference in Paradise
place he had interrupted, entered the
same building by the basement way.
Tills latter person was a tall, dark
man, unmistakably Latin in type, and
that the house was familiar to him
was evinced by the air with which he
manipulated the latch and' admitted
himself.
The little hall was stuffy and ill
in a
lighted by a single
wire cage, and from the rear room
came the odor of cooking. But It was
not these facts that caused the man
to stop short, the crease between his
eyes deepening as he stood listening.
In the hall above Leigh's footstep
could be plainly heard. The man below approached the staircase with absolute noiselessness, and ascending
part way managed to get a good look
at the sculptor without allowing hint
self to be seen. All unconscious, the
latter continued to tramp up toward
the attics, and with a muttered oath,
quickly suppressed, the watcher re
turned to the basement as cautiously
as he had ascended. At the door of
the front room he tapped discreetly,
and after a brief interval, during which
there was a scurrying sound within
and the muffled closing of some inte
rior door, that before which he stood
was opened a crack while a smooth
voice, with only a slight foreign accent, inquired who was without.
"It is only me. Open up, Ricardo,"
replied the man in the hall. At which
the door was thrown back, revealing
a tall, bearded man who waved au
Invitation to enter.
"Ah, Yznaga!" he exclaimed in
Spanish. "So it is thou! Enter, my
friend, but I beg you will remember
that in this house I am Mr. Rowe.
Such exclamations, however, cordial,
must not be made in the public halls!"
"Ever cautious!" exclaimed the visitor. "Now I am not even to speak
aloud! Well, you are wise! I obey!"
He seated himself beside the table
and mopped hia face with a thin silk
handkerchief. A fine figure of a man,
almost noble in bearing, and exceptionally well dressed beneath his
shabby overcoat. Rowe brought out
glasses and a decanter, pouring for
his gueBt and himself.
"The house i3 at your disposal," he
said, after the Spanish manner. Then,
this formal courtesy diecharged, he
leaned anxiously toward the other.
"Did you see him?" he asked.
gas-burn-

ADVER-

Five cent per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy lesa apace than two
linea
All advertisement
charged
will be booked at apace actually aet
without regard to number af words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Petten. Secretary.

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, CO UN.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- t fourth Thursday in O. R. C. hIL

n'ar conclave second

Tues-lii- a Pioneer
building. Visiting members
Ma are cordially invited. Richard Devlns,
at
month
dey jn each
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. Q. K.; Frank Angel. P. S.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

nodded.

LOCAL TIME CARD
Regular convo
cation first Monday In each
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
H. p.; F. O. Blood, Secre- - No.
No.
tary.

OPTIC'S NUMSKR.

MATN ft.

;

.
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I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. No.
4. Meets evert Monday evenlnz at

their hall on Sixth stieet Alf visiting
brethren cordially Invite to attend.
3. Friedenstlne, N. O.; A, T. Rogers,
PIANO for rent 417 Eighth street.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
Trustee.
Cemetery
rooms. Mrs. M. Howell, 721 Fourth
street. Phone Main 348.
B. P, 0. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
FOR RENT Furnished
house, 915 month Elks" home on
NinQ street
Sixth street. Dr. W. P. Mills, phona
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Main 295.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR RENT Two room furnished
Secretary.
house. Phone Main 351.

For Hont

Fos

Ssto

TYPEWRITER FOR SALE No. 10
Remington typewriter for sale cheap.
803 Jackson avenue.
SALE Ford tonring car, overhauled and repainted; looks like
new car. N. O. Herman, Carriage
and Auto Painter.

FOR

Wanted
WANTED

By

first class dressmaker,

sewing.

718

Lincoln street.

WANTED A girl for houseworks. Ap
ply 322 Grand avenue.

Wanted A reliable woman for gen
eral housework.. 725 Sixth street.
Adv.

7:20 p. m
4. ...11:64 p m
2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m.,...
West Bound

WANAED

Maid, Hotel La Pension.

t....

Arrive
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Lost

FRENCH.
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AGUAPURA COMPANY
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(Extract from a late novel.)
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Made by GERMAN PROCESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. O. hall, on the
second
and fourth
Tuesdays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. 8tewart
Z. W.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk;
Tlsltlni
Local
Montague,
Deputy.

Santa Fe, Aug. 7. Because of t he
war between Germany and France,
Aacting Postmaster John H. Vaughn
LOST On mesa, pocketbook contain was today officially notified that tho
ing currency and silver. Return to parcels post to both of those counrles
has been suspended.
Optia

S

giving yow

a present for doing something
you 'd do wiy
way Wnen you
leam how Much

!

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. f. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Liin BecreUry,

CLERK TAKES DEPOSITIONS
Dentist
Sana Fe, Aug. 7. District Court
Dental work of any description at
Clerk Edward L. Safford is at Tlerra
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone Amarilla, Rio Arriba county, taking
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411 depositions in court matters.

9 3
6:44 a.
4:84 s. X,
7:44 s- - m

This elegant Rogers'

L. O. O. MOOSE

PARCELS

Desarl

l:3t

1:10 p. m...
(:35 a. m...
4:20 p. m...

QUI

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L.' Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs, A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Assistant Deputy, 1011
Montague
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. X.

FOREIGN

7:46 i.
11:61 t.
1:34 a at
1:0 p. M

II....

No.
No.
No.
No.

i

Depart

I....

WANTED Man on ranch. Address
D. II. Newcomer, East Las Vegas, members are especially weleooe and
cordially invited.
N. M.

JONES-BOWER-

dr.

East Bound
Arrive

No.

..."

Woman's Duy to Herself
Every woman owes it to herself to
keep in good health. No one can
reasonably be expected to maintain
a cheerful disposition when half sick.
Indigestion and constipation are two
of the most common Ills to which worn
en are subject and fortunately are
easily cured. Mrs. H. C. Getty, In
diana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I
was advised by a friend to try Cham
berlain's Tablets for indigestion and
constipation. Th?a medicine not only
cured me of these disorders but toned
up my whole system so that my health
has been better than for years since
taking thera." For sale by all deal- -

NO. 3, ROY

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

"I did."
"And he will buy the necessary armaments?"
, GEO. H. HUNKER
"Yes, but he is a hard customer,
Attorney-at-Lathat Van
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
all
"Hush! Not that name,-abovothers!' implored the host. "That he
will pay is all I need to hear!"
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS .
"He will pay for them," responded
Osteopathic Physician
"Moreover, he id no fool,
Yznaga.
Office Crockett Building
and intends dealing through me only
as an agent. No cash! But we shall Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
arrange the estimate and the bid in
Residence Phone Main 384
such a way as to' retain a little for
ourselves, eh?"
"No, our wealthy patron would be
MONUMENT CO
difficult to defraud. He is a man to
Albuquerque, N. M.
whose capability I make my bow ! And
215 E. Central
his caution! By the way," he added
IS Tears Practical Experience.
abruptly, "who lives on the top floor
H. A. JONES
W W. BOW1CRB
of this building?"
"A painter by the name of Samuel
Hill," replied Rowe, "an
young man. He's the landlord."
"ONE OF HER EARLY LOVERS"
"Have you any acquaintance with
him?"
(To be continued tomorrow)

ers.-A-

AND CAFF

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night In
A. M. Regular communication first aad O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are coreach month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president:
bitther cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Baily,
vited. Gu; M. Car, Vt. M H. S. Van Treasurer.
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easy-goin-

RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
BEST GOODS OBTAIN A BUS ALWAT8 HANDLES
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CHAPTER VI.
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Have you e. gviest from out of town?

your friends?

Did yovi entertain

Have

interest ?
you want edvnce information
on the happenings of the day?
eun item of

yoi
Do

is

.

Telephone the editorial room
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get It

Hve you property for sale?
fo

you wooit work or help?
Hfccve you lost something?
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PEACHES FOR PRESERVING

LOCAL

NEWS

SATURDAY'S

ugnt automobile lamps at

$1.00

o'clock this evening.

WE HAVE

PER
BOX

Economy
1- -2

wit-hr-

Gal.

Masons
t--

2

Quart

GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY

Pint

7:30

Gal.

Quart

Club breakfast every
Homalne.

JELLY GLASSES
STONE JARS AND CR.OX

day.

Hotel

Adv.

Finch' Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

STEARNS' STORE.

Pablo Martines and Esqulpula Roi
bal were granted a marriage license
at the court house yesterday after

WE ARE SELLING TODAY

Extra Fancy Iflc Per

III Pound

Tomatoes

(
1

l

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, eta, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a tack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other la fully
equal to It Order a sack

W5
-i- l-A.

- ..--1

75e Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds. Vice President.

vegetables

That we may accommodate the big
crowd that wish to see Lucile Love,
and use their complimentary ticket,
we will give a Bpecial matinee Friday
afternoon at 2:30 at the Photoplay
theater. Adv..

the market.
IKUUkKsXBSMiJl SAW

JOHN II, YORK
GROCER
AND

BAKER
sow

BASE BALL INSTINCT

MIGHT

BECOME FLOODED FOLLOWING
GERMAN LOSSES

on

YOUR EXTRA

It was announced yesterday that af
ter two years of silver beer In Las Ve
gas the price had come down to a
nickel a glass. The, patrons of the va
rious drink dispensaries celebrated
joyfully last night when, they learned
that they could get twice as much of
the foamy liquid for the price they had
formerly paid for on glass.
The reduction came as a great sur
prise to the interested followers of the
liquor problem as they thought that
the war in Europe would send the
price flying skyward because of the
closing down of the German breweries.
It is thought, though, that the men
who run the thirst quencheries have
gotten together and decided that as it
is nearing election time the best policy
is to get rid of as much of their present stock as Is possible so that in case
the town goes dry as a result of the
recent W. C. T. U. convention the loss
wiil be small.

L

TIRE.

A

WE HAVE THEM.

S
V
SPECIAL ORDERS

G
A

FOR
SPECIAL COLORS

MOTOR CAR CO.

S

(Agents for

tto Bulck)

Sweets to the sweet and vise versa
seemed to be the sentiments at the
STRONG
MONTANO
dejiot this noon when a young man
began talking with a woman on the
train aud she handed him a big sam- WHICH, IN THIS CASE, IS A BOY'S
ple of the California brand of lemons,
our
NAME AND ALWAYS MEANS
closing
j
vVfe
v stock
The man took it as a joke and conof
of
seaso
GINGER
SUGAR
DOLLAR
JUMPS
siders the lemon as a good luck sign.
It is not Known how the lady in ques
Baseball instinct has to be born in
tion wanted It regarded.
HUNDRED
a kid, and if it happens to have been
INJLAS VEGAS
out
when
left
the
original prescription
Notwithstanding the rain yesterday
afternoon there were a good number was written no amount of compound- LOCAL DEALERS DECLARE IT HAS
out at the park. The lecture tonight ing afterwards can supply the defic
NOT REACHED
THE
will be on the subject of "Cigarettes." iency. But if it is there, inherently
TOP
YET
frorh
the start, all that is necessary is
It is a lecture every man and boy'
ought to see and hear. Amotis those training and practice, and the first
As a result of the European strugpresent last night were Rev. Harris thing you know the kid goes out of gle and the
closing of the French and
the
bushes.
It
does
not
all happen
and Rev. Anderson or this place, Mr.
German refineries, the price of sugar
over
$12.50 10x12 Tenls$8.30
of
night,
but
$10.00 8x10 Tents $7.00
course,
the
route
or
the American
Earles, missionary
has advanced $1 in value and is exSunday school union, Dr. E. G. Smith from the back lot to the majors is in
to rise still higher. Most of
and Charles Baron of San Francisco. variably the same, and the ballast of pected
the
European
sugar beets are refined
ro.id
the
the kid must travel is base
Dr. Smith is accredited
J,
by letters
in France and Germany and with the I
ball
instinct.
from Bishop Edwin U. Hughes of the
"Complete Furnishers of Ihe Home."
Montano, the speedy little suort- - war between these nations taking all
Methodist church; Wilmer Gresbam,
of the men to the rfont the refineries
mo
ui
a
case
in
dean of Grace
jviaroons, is
Dr. W, Bwp
closed their doors. Two
C.
Sherman of the Presbyterian poind. Playing hard all the time, necessarily
rose 25 cents In value
days
ago
sugar
his
him
head about
and profchurch, and Hugh W. Gilchrist of the keeping
and yesterday went 70 cents higher
what
he
by
Is
iting
he
sees,
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AUTO BARGAIN
the muscles of the foot and not doing
Wheat, Sept 92; Deo. 97.
For sale, 1913 model six cylinder
Corn, Sept 75; Dec. 68.
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain
ASK FOR IT
Oats, Sept 39; Bee. 42.
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen,
Pork, Sept $22.58.
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
Lard, Sept. $9.60; Oct $9.75.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
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BEER DROPS

noon.

The Koogler brothers have just re
ceived a $25 White Leghorn cockerel
from G. B. Ferris in Michigan. This
is the finest type of bird brought into
this state for some time and ia the
best in the county of San Miguel, be
ing a blue blood of the highest class.

IKE DA If IS
THE CASH GROCER

MARKET

Old Taylor WhlsKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Pint

much damage.
The boy will probably be brought
to Vegas until bis foot is well and
will then be taken to his home in

of Banking we
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thread.
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
At Ibe Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

Fresh
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THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.STORE
tries.
POSTOFFICE ITEMS

Egypt and the Sudan have suspended the issuing of money orders on the
United States during the continental
var. The United States, recognizing
the difficulty or exchanges with theso
countries, has also suspended postof-fic- a
orders on them..
Mr. Southard of the Las Vegas Light
and Power company received three
boxes of tomatoes by parcels post from
his brother at Aztec. The parcels
post is proving a great convenience to
the public. Outgoing parcels can be
insured, thus providing for their
speedy and safe delivery.
The parcels post service between
France and Germany has been suspended until further notice and the
postal department of the United States
has ordered all the offices in the country to refuse packages for these coun

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE - H hey

Saved by Using

Money orders not exceeding one
hundred dollars may be purchased at
the postoffice and sent to places in
European countries.
The postmaster general orders that
all postof flees may suspend, at the
discretion of the postmaster, all for
eign money orders where there is rea
son to believe the orders are bought
for speculation. However, for ordinary
uses in reasonable sums foreign money
orders may yet be had except as to
AdT.
Egypt and the Sudan.

INDIANS BAY THE MOON
INSANE DENTIST RUNS AMUCK
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. The Indians at
Chicago, Aug. 7. Dr. Olatt Lange, Santo
Domingo last evening performa dentist of this city, last night while ed another
ceremonial, which though

Insane killed his wife and
son and committed suicide.
He
stabbed Mrsv, Lange and the child and
then beat in their heads with a hammer. He completed the tragedy by
climbing Into the bath tub and cutting his own throat
Subscribe for Tne orno.

LHOOfl

following closely upon the corn dance,
attracted no attention They went
out into the fields in groups, chanting apparently to the moon, singing
antlphonally, the winter people taking up one line and the summer people responding. The ceremonial was
witnessed only by one tourist party
and that from Chicago.
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Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks

-

.

LET US

Ribs, $12.67;

Oct

$12.50.

TO BELGIAN CITIZENS

Clean

or Dye
yourold

Garments.
M PLEASb
CAN

YOU

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

The Consulate of Belgium, In
Denver, Colo., has been notified
of the general mobilization of the
Belgian army and ar Belgian reservists now In the States of Colora-doWyoming and New Mexico are
requested to communicate with
the Consulate of Belgium, Denver, Colorado.
Respectfully,
L. M. PETITDIDIER,
Acting Consul.

An Optic Want Ad Will Get
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